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I. Introduction

1. Systematic thinking about Islam and economics by professional economists has a
short history compared to the atrophy that followed an earlier remarkable period
of fervent scholarship in the sciences and humanities in the Muslim world. This
‘hibernation’, as Dr. Chapra calls it,2 occurred after singular achievements in all
areas of thought by Muslim scholars and dynamic economic growth of Muslim
societies, and after the contributions, discoveries, and intermediation of Islamic
sciences helped kick off the development and growth in Western societies and
economies. From the present-day perspectives, however, and especially when
judged against the ﬁrst three decades of development of other disciplines, the
published writings on the Islamic economics in various languages give a sense
of a vibrant and energetic birth and infancy of a discipline. These efforts are
directed toward the development of a coherent and rigorous explanation of how
Islam proposes to organize an economic system by answering the fundamental
questions of what should be produced, how and for whom, how decisions should
be made and by whom, and, ﬁnally, how Islamic institutions could be revived to
address modern societies’ problems.
2. This assessment may seem odd against two present currents: the ﬁrst is an
expressed dissatisfaction with the pace and direction of progress made thus far in
Islamic economics as well as an apparent cognitive dissonance among scholars
regarding the concept, methodology, and objective of the discipline.3 The second
current is an expression of a strident New Weberian critique of Islam, in general,
and Islamic economics, in particular, that views Islamic institutions and thought
as inimical to growth and development of Muslim Societies.4 Neither of these
currents should come as a surprise to those engaged in serious scholarship and
who follow developments in the Muslim world. The ﬁrst is a feature of the
natural development of disciplines; witness the continuing debates in traditional
economics. For professionals to be self-critical in any discipline only helps to sow
the seeds for further inquiry, thereby providing the potential, if not the impetus for
new ideas. The second current is also natural, given the highly intense, charged,
and noisy background of political developments of the last three decades. It is not
surprising that this background would provide opportunities that, unfortunately,
help to sustain particular phobias. Expressions of the detrimental effects of Islam
and its institutions are not new; moreover, their most recent articulations are based
on mere conjecture, or simple, spurious relationships and distortions designed to
serve certain priors. On the other hand, there have been views rejecting the New
Weberian thesis as, indeed, there were counterarguments against the ‘Old’ critique.
The preliminary results of recent empirical research on the relationship between
religion and economic growth seem to question the building blocks of this thesis;
at least one recent systematic and methodologically defensible empirical study
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concludes that ‘Islam promotes growth’.5 Neither the New Weberian thesis, nor
the outrageous charge that the proponents of Islamic economics are basically antiWestern and that their writings feed into a presumed ‘clash of civilization’ could,
or should, deter progress of Islamic economics. Criticism encourages presentation
of views in the market place of ideas, particularly if they are forcefully challenged.
However, it will not just rest there, but rather continue to contribute to the further
development of the discipline.
3. The need to tap deeply into the legacy of the wealth of information in Islamic
sources—the Quran, Sunnah, scholarly writings, ﬁqh, ethics, philosophy, history
of Muslim societies, and history of thought—for the development of Islamic
economics calls for patience with the pace of progress of the discipline. Sciences
and disciplines grow in stages, and agreement among scholars regarding the
analytical framework of any discipline provides a platform for progress. The
outline of such a framework is emerging for Islamic economics, but clariﬁcation
of the content of the framework and the speciﬁc details on a range of issues are
just beginning to appear in the literature. Systematic and rigorous speciﬁcation
of the characteristics of the ideal economic system and of economic behavior that
is consistent with Islamic injunctions would provide a benchmark for policies to
bring reality closer to the ideal, which has to be an essential element of the content
of the framework of Islamic economics. Any progress that results in a clear
speciﬁcation of the ideal, and which could command consensus among scholars,
would depend in no small measure on the degree of precision and clarity embedded
in the language of discourse proposed for the discipline. Scholars need a common
language with agreed deﬁnitions of words, terms, and concepts, including a clear
speciﬁcation of the institutions that deﬁne the ideal Islamic economic system,
and the individual and collective behavior expected in such a system. Islamic
economics would then be in a position to analyze the reality in Muslim societies,
compare it to the ideal, and suggest ways and means of either strengthening Islamic
institutions where they exist or where they have not yet developed. Policies could
be also recommended on how to establish them to achieve the objectives of the
system, and how to correct the structure of existing institutions if they contradict
or conﬂict with Islamic injunctions.
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II. Some Thoughts on the
Islamic Economic Paradigm

4. This note is based on the propositions that:
a) Islam has a view on how to organize political, social, and economic systems
based on a set of ontological and epistemological propositions regarding
individuals and their collectivities.
b) Deﬁning an economic system as a collection of institutions dealing with
production, exchange, distribution and redistribution and deﬁning institutions
à la North as rules and norms, Islam proposes a distinct economic system that
differs in many important respects from those recommended by other schools
of thoughts regarding how an economy is to be organized.6
c) The behavioral rules and norms of an Islamic system—once clearly, rigorously,
and analytically articulated in a way intelligible to economists—can yield
empirically testable propositions which, in turn, could lead to policy analysis
and recommendation on solutions to the problems of modern societies.
d) At the present, the most important function of Islamic economics, as a
discipline, is to develop a language with enough precision that can lead to a
consensus among researchers regarding the meaning and function of terms,
ideas, rules, and norms. Given the large number of terms and concepts needed
for proper analysis in the ﬁeld, this may seem to be a daunting challenge.7
5. Considering that this is a period of infancy of the discipline, it is perhaps natural
that a general sense of fuzziness permeates discourse on Islamic economics. If,
for example, authors are native Arabic speakers, but also write on the subject in
English, French, or German, it is not unusual to ﬁnd different degrees of imprecision
surrounding the same term translated into these languages. There are also writings
on Islamic economics in Turkish, Malay, Farsi, Urdu, as well as in other languages,
that further complicate the task. Part of this difﬁculty is inherent in translation, as
pointed out by Professor Ali Khan.8 This, however, does not absolve the present
generation of researchers from the imperative of developing reasonably precise
language for Islamic economics that can achieve a minimal degree of consensus.
In this context, it is instructive to consider the progress of Islamic banking. While
acknowledging the expressions of skepticism, and even cynicism, regarding the
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present practices, it could be reasonably hypothesized that early consensus among
scholars on two fundamental propositions, that: (i) interest is riba, and (ii) riskand proﬁt-sharing is the Islamic alternative, allowed progress in the theory and
empirics of Islamic banking. This was done ﬁrst through a systematic efforts
that established economic understanding of Islamic ideas and, second, through
derivation of analytic implications from the two consensus-based propositions. It
is the contention of this note that similar approach in different areas of the ﬁeld
will be fruitful as Islamic economics passes from infancy into adolescence and
maturity. This would be within the framework of Professor Ali Khan’s ‘grid
of enquiry’, which “simultaneously involves history, theory, and culture if the
answers that we seek are to have a depth of understanding...a historically-andtheoretically-informed understanding,” (p. 56 of his globalization paper, Islamic
Economic Studies, Vol. 8, No. 1. Each of the eight propositions (questions)
posed by Professor Ali Khan at the end of his important contribution constitutes
a challenge, in response to which his own ‘grid of enquiry’ is indispensable,
particularly in the ‘articulation of an Islamic ethos’ ).
6. A survey of literature on Islamic economics over the past few decades reveals a
reasonable degree of agreement on at least two important and fundamental issues.10
The ﬁrst concerns what Islam itself is about: ‘Justice and Equity’ as “the focus of
the prophetic message,” as Dr. Siddiqi suggests.11 He further indicates that:
“Islam is primarily about a spiritual view of life and a moral approach
to life’s problems, including the economic problem. The contentment
Islam promised man is rooted in this spiritual and moral framework. ...
It is time to demonstrate how modern man can live a peaceful, satisfying
life by shifting to the Islamic paradigm that values human relations
above material possessions.”12
Such a ‘paradigm’, in Dr. Siddiqi’s conception, also shared by other scholars,
is speciﬁed in its juxtaposition to another ‘paradigm’ which contains ‘three
features’:
a) it is focused on the individual, society, or community, and appears as a
mere aggregate having no independent signiﬁcance;
b) the individual is motivated by self-interest and focused on private gain;
and
c) maximization is the norm in this individual’s pursuit of proﬁt in
enterprise/satisfaction in consumption (page 16).
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There is also a reasonable basis for agreement that the sources for speciﬁcation of
the characteristics of the ‘Islamic paradigm’ are: the Qur´an, the Ahadeeth of the
Messenger º∏°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U and ﬁqh. In developing this ‘paradigm’, however,
Dr. Siddiqi suggests that the most important source of ideas is the Qur´an , then
the Ahadeeth of the Messenger º∏°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U and his behavior “as a consumer,
as head of household, a producer of wealth through trade, as Head of State looking
after the welfare of his people by guiding them in their economic activities,
supervising and sometimes regulating their market, managing public property, etc...
These Sunnah, are best understood as conduct and policy directed at realization of
the objective and values in the Qur´an, ....” (page 6). It is in the use of ﬁqh that Dr.
Siddiqi not only parts company with some other scholars’ emphasis, but suggests
that too strong a focus on ﬁqh has retarded the progress of Islamic economics.
“For many, if not most of the scholars, ﬁqh came ﬁrst and the contemporary reality
came next” (page 6). He recommends that after consideration of the Qur´an and
the Sunnah, the “next thing to focus on is the contemporary reality, the current
environment.... How to realize the economic values and achieve the Islamic ends
in economic life in our times? That is the question we have to answer. It is in
answering this question that we consult ﬁqh. It is a great help, an indispensable
source, but not the only one. When it comes to identifying the appropriate means
for realization of a certain end, current state of human knowledge and technology
may have things to offer no old treasure possibly could” (page 6). So the ‘state of
human knowledge and technology’ would seem to suggest the last source of ideas
that can inform the process of formation of the ‘Islamic paradigm’.
7. While there is basis for consensus on the objective of Islam for the economy,
on the sources, and on the idea that Islamic economics is capable of providing a
‘paradigm’ different from traditional economics, there is no general agreement
how such a paradigm would emerge. As suggested by Dr. Siddiqi, it has been
difﬁcult for scholars to think themselves out of the twin boxes of ﬁqh and
traditional economics, both of which have led to disagreement on a number of
issues, including the name and the deﬁnition of Islamic economics. There are
some who suggest that if Islamic economics is a science, it makes little sense to
attach it to Islam; after all, this view suggests, there can be no Islamic physics or
chemistry. This view considers science as value free, therefore, unattachable to
a system of ethics, ideology, or religion, and has a narrow perspective even as
applied to traditional economics as a science.13 There is a considerable body of
work not only questioning this judgment, but going further to show that science,
in general, and ‘economic science’, in particular, cannot be norm- or value-free.
The latter view suggests that economics, as a social science, deals with economic
behavior that is embedded in the culture as the economy itself is embedded in the
society, and culture is shaped by the beliefs, mores, and values of the people that
form society. Therefore, economics is by necessity culture-bound, and while it
is possible to develop a set of propositions tautologically derived from a priori
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concepts, its usefulness in solving society’s problems is questionable. On the
other end of the spectrum, there are those who hold the view that precisely because
traditional economics grew out of a different historical-social-cultural experience
than in Muslim societies, it is incompatible with Islam. Therefore, there is nothing
useful to be gained in terms of ﬁnding solutions to problems of Muslim societies
through a marriage of Islam and economics. There is a third view that seems to
consider ‘economics’ in what Polanyi calls its ‘substantive’ rather than its ‘formal’
meaning.14 This view, which seems to be aware of the limitations implied by the
‘formal’ notion of economics, suggests that Islamic economics could well situate
itself, analytically at least, within the general ﬁeld of economic enquiry.15
8. Along with disagreements on what to name the emerging discipline is the question
of how to deﬁne it. There have been a number of deﬁnitions of Islamic economics,
but none seems to command a general consensus. Legitimate questions are
raised by scholars within Islamic economics, as has been the case in general
economics, whether the “means-ends” characterization is a satisfactory anchor
for a deﬁnition of the discipline. Some writings suggest that this deﬁnition, with
minor modiﬁcations, provides an appropriate framework for deﬁning Islamic
economics. Others, however, relying on various verses of the Quran, suggest
the unacceptability of the notion of ‘scarcity’ in the deﬁnition. This view holds
that Allah (s.w.t.) has provided resources “in exact measure” for man to carry
out his responsibilities, and that poverty emerges as a result of maldistribution
and shirking responsible behavior. There is no question that there are verses in
the Quran indicating clearly that the assumption of scarcity cannot hold in the
aggregate and that maldistribution and shirking in redistributive responsibilities
are causes of poverty. On the other hand, scarcity at micro level is acknowledged
in the Quran, with strong emphasis on the need for redistribution.16
9. There are those who suggest that economics, in its formal ‘means-ends’ meaning is
applicable to “the study of any behavior since all behavior requires the expenditure
of resources.”17 Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge a substantial criticism
of ‘means-end’ characterization that should be brought to bear on attempts to forge
a deﬁnition for Islamic economics that could command consensus. In this effort,
it is critical that the words of Professor Ali Khan are heeded that “... in the phrase
Islamic economics one cannot give meaning to the noun without understanding
the adjective and that such understanding can never be ﬁnal and complete for any
generation of scholars.” This could not and should not be interpreted that there
are no immutable propositions, principles, rules, and norms in Islam relating to
economic behavior, but that any generation’s understanding of them should not be
assumed ﬁnal. Consider the behavioral rule of prohibition of "±Gô°SEG" which, in any
generation, will depend on the relativities of the economic ground realities deﬁned
by the conditions of each society. Therefore, what the present generation could
do is to record its understanding of the adjective and pass it on to the next. In this
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effort, the present generation will need to clearly position its understanding of
Islam as it pertains to the economic (in its substantive meaning) behavior as well
as on the applicability of formal economics and its methods as they relate to that
understanding. The present efforts to forge a consensus-based name or deﬁnition
for Islamic economics, however, should not deter research in understanding Islam
in its relation to economic behavior awaiting a consensus on a clear deﬁnition
which will emerge in due course.
10. There is no avoiding the fact that in Islam all behavior is rules-based, that ethical
values underlie the rules, and that the source of the rules is Allah (s.w.t.). Man knows
the presence and force of these rules and the ethical values from the revelation—
either directly from the Quran, or indirectly from the actions and sayings of the
behavior that represented the most perfect implementation of the rules of the
Quran: that of the Messenger º∏°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U . Man also possesses the faculty
of reason to understand the ethical propositions and the prescribed rules, and can
apply the same faculty to deliberate when faced with a decision. To the extent
that man uses this process of deliberation and reasoning to understand the ethical
propositions and the rules contained in the Guidance of the Creator, and to arrive
at decisions, it is rational.18 Not only does the Quran rely strongly on reasoning,
but also it prescribes and speciﬁes the domain of observation, intellection, and
reasoning for man, which begins from the depth of the individual’s self (¢ùØf) to
the depth of the universe (¢VQC’Gh äGhÉª°ùdG äƒµ∏e) .
11. Neoclassical economics, relying on the ‘means-ends’ deﬁnition and the ‘selfinterest’ hypothesis, postulates that the individual’s behavior is rational in the sense
that, faced with a choice, the decision-maker prefers more to less. The individual
is the source of ontology and epistemology; all the needed knowledge is there for
consumers to maximize utility, producers their proﬁts, and society its welfare.
The strong assumptions in neoclassical economics—the self-interest hypothesis
and the rationality postulate—as well as the theorems of welfare economics have
received considerable criticism from a variety of view points. Over the last four
decades, a number of new ﬁelds of enquiry have developed within economics
to deal with the shortcomings of the neoclassical economics. These include,
inter alia, the ﬁelds of ‘bounded-rationality’, ‘information economics’, ‘contract
theory’, ‘behavioral economics’, ‘experimental economics’, ‘non-cooperative
game theory’, ‘the new institutional economics’, and ‘cognitive science’.19
12. Intellectual developments in each of the above-mentioned areas should hold
considerable interest for Islamic economics. It would certainly be helpful to the
development of the discipline if there were agreement amongst the scholars that
there was no need to reinvent wheels. For example, very little effort is made
at the present to understand empirically the behavior of Muslims, including the
observed dissonance between rules and behavior or ideal and reality. In this regard,
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methodological progress in the ﬁeld of behavioral and experimental economics
could be helpful. Developments in the ﬁeld of ‘bounded-rationality’ would be
worth studying to see if useful results could be obtained by extending the present
understanding of this ﬁeld in terms of cognitive constraints on rational behavior to
constraints originating from the behavioral rules of Islam. Recent efforts to explain
the wide income differentials among countries, or why some economies grow and
others stagnate, have brought much attention to the role of institutions. In particular,
two sets of institutions have been identiﬁed as crucially important: institutions
that protect property rights and those that enforce contracts. New Institutional
Economics—particularly as it is being extended to understanding ideology—
seems to hold promises of fruitful investigation for Islamic economics since Islam
is rules-based and the New Institutional Economics deﬁnes institutions in terms
of rules and norms. Research work in this area could be extended to understand
Islamic economic institutions and to analyze the extent or even existence of these
institutions and their operation at the present in Muslim societies. To create an
incentive structure for the establishment of new institutions compatible with Islamic
objectives would be another fruitful line of inquiry. Developments in the ﬁeld of
contract theory seem to provide a fertile ground for investigation as the institution
of contracts is of primary importance within the constellation of behavioral rules
of Islam. A potentially useful area of inquiry is investigation of applicability of the
concept of ‘incentive compatibility’ in structuring contracts as well as organizing
new Islamically-compatible institutions. Similarly, the closely related concepts of
‘trust’, ‘commitment’, and ‘reciprocity’, which are being investigated in a variety
of settings, could provide useful grounds for operationalizing the understanding
of interpersonal relationships in Muslim societies which play a key role in the
fostering of institutions. Information economics has yielded important results,
applicable mainly to situations where there are limitations and constraints on the
availability of information. While the ﬁndings of information economics have
already played a useful role in Islamic ﬁnance, a more general application of these
insights in other areas of Islamic economics would be no doubt productive.20
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III. Hermeneutics and Islamic Economics

13. The Islamic economic ‘paradigm’ will be successfully constructed, and solutions
proposed to society’s problems—such as what is to be done about distorted
income distribution, external diseconomies accompanying growth, unemployment
and poverty, environmental problems and the like—when a clear and analytically
rigorous language of discourse is developed. In addition to the sources of research,
suggested at the beginning of this note, two other sources are useful in developing
such a common language: history of thought and economic hermeneutics. The
ﬁrst is a rich ﬁeld of research and a source of ideas. Preliminary research suggests
considerable contribution from Muslims to the development of economics,
particularly in the early stage of the formation of the discipline, which the
profession has been slow to recognize and acknowledge. Further in-depth research
in this area is important for a variety of reasons: ﬁrst, it would show that ideas
developed anywhere belong to humanity as a whole, and that borrowing of the
results of investigations of one segment of humanity from another is a normal
course of evolution of ideas. It is, therefore, the right of those interested in the
development of Islamic economics to borrow any useful ideas in this regard just
as it was the practice of the European scholars in the Middle Ages to borrow from
Muslims. Second, moral philosophy gave birth to political economy, out of which
grew the present discipline of economics. And, moral philosophy from the Middle
Ages to the time of Adam Smith was inﬂuenced by the scholarship of Muslims.
While the historians of economic thought generally ignore Muslim contributions,
they emphasize the Aristotelian thought of the Middle Ages. However, the latter
arrived in Europe already inﬂuenced by Muslim intermediation and was as
Aristotelian as present day neoclassical economics is classical.21
14. Studies of the contributions of Muslim scholars up to the time of Adam Smith
could provide an opportunity for the present generation of scholars to splice present
Islamic thinking about economics with pre-Smith thought and, thus, accelerate the
recovery from centuries of atrophy in thinking about Islamic economic behavior.
Moreover, such scholarship may well provide the appropriate response to the
question of why Muslim scholarship did not continue the tradition of Ibn Rushd
and develop an analytic discipline to deal with economic matters. Research has
demonstrated that, in his commentary on Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics, Ibn
Rushd had developed an initial expression of the law of demand.22 It is important
to investigate why this line of thought was not pursued by Muslim scholars who
followed Ibn Rushd. Third, the relationship between moral philosophy and
political economy is now receiving fresh attention in new exegetical research in
reinterpreting Adam Smith and other classical economists. Scholarship by those
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interested in Islamic economics may contribute to a reconstruction of a political
economy based on moral philosophy, and serve to provide a common ground for
analysis of all behavior.
15. A simple example of research into the contribution of Muslims to the history of
thought maybe helpful. Hicks (1986) suggested that the simplest example of the
use of the rationality assumption is the case of mercantile dealings where23
“each transaction is separate ... undertaken for its own sake, without reference
to the possibility that the terms on which it is made may inﬂuence the terms
on which it will be possible to make further transactions. ... . There can be
no question of the rationality of the proceeding. ... . The merchant—the pure
merchant, who conﬁnes himself to such market-oriented dealings—is the
original economic man. His behavior is so rational, so clearly rational, that
we (economists) can readily reason from it; our reasoning from it is the start
of economics. ....It may be objected that in the work of what we reckon to
be the ﬁrst great school of economists, the classical economics of Smith and
Ricardo, the merchant does not so obviously occupy a leading place. .... I
believe however that the picture looks different if one goes further back. .... It
was many centuries earlier, in ﬁfteenth-century Florence, that merchants began
to study how to keep accounts. .... The appearance of the practice of keeping
accounts, which ﬁrst appears among merchants, is a clear indication that the
business is being conducted rationally, with one eye to proﬁt..... During the
centuries that elapsed between the invention of accounting and the time of
Adam Smith, the practice of bookkeeping must have spread quite widely ....
Thus it was natural to assume that non-merchants, or many of them, would be
behaving more or less like merchants. Though it was a simpliﬁcation to treat
them as Economic Men, they would be moving in that direction. That was all
the classical economics needed, for their use of proﬁt motive.”
16. It is interesting that Hicks suggests in the same article that the classical economics
did not need the assumption of utility maximization: “it is notable that the
classical economists did not treat the consumer as an Economic Man; they had no
need to do so. That comes in with Jevons, with Marginal Utility. The producer
was making money, so his goal could be set in monetary terms. The consumer is
spending money, so his goal must be deﬁned in a different manner. ‘Utility’ had
to be invented in order to give him something in which to do his maximizing. ...
. To treat consumption, or spending, as a maximization against constraints is so
appealing, mathematically, that it was bound to carry all before it. But, is it any
more than a convenient assumption? There can be no question of the service it has
performed in ﬁtting statistics into a pattern; but that is just convenience—it does
not show that people do act in the way the theory describes.”
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17. Hicks has been quoted here extensively for two reasons: ﬁrst, according to him,
it was the practice of bookkeeping that suggested the ‘rationality’ concept and
the proﬁt motive to the classical economists. Now, from the Eighth Century A.D.
onwards, Muslims succeeded in developing international trade and commerce on a
scale that surpassed anything known before. The greatest contribution of the Muslim
world to the Medieval economic life was arguably the development of commercial
methods based on writing and recording. Scholarship has demonstrated that the
system of commercial arithmetic and accounting was ﬁrst introduced to Europe
in the book Liber Abaci by Leonardo Fibonacci or Leonardo Pisano in 1202 who
had learned the system from Muslims at Bougie in North Africa.24 If Bernardelli
is correct to suggest that Liber Abaci should be considered as the beginning of the
economic analysis, then the discipline, at least in part, owes its origin to Muslim
scholarship.25 Second, Hicks suggests that classical economics only needed the
rationality assumption in terms of ‘self-interest’ and the proﬁt motive to develop
the corpus of its ideas. Recent scholarship has questioned the ‘pure selﬁshness’
attributed to Adam Smith’s understanding of the ‘self-interest’ motive. Given
the broad-based philosophical views of Adam Smith and, in particular, the depth
of thinking in the Theory of Moral Sentiments, the economic man, with pure
selﬁshness as his mover, seems too narrow and too one-dimensional to correspond
to the understanding of the ethical and moral concerns of Adam Smith, which
are so apparent in his writings and lectures. Moreover, it appears, even from the
passages quoted from Hicks, that there is no need to interpret ‘self-interest’ as
‘pure selﬁshness’ to justify the proﬁt motive. Careful reading of the Theory of
Moral Sentiments and The Wealth of Nations seems to indicate that Smith’s views
are based and focused on two characteristics that he postulated for human nature:
self-interest and the need for social cooperation, both of which he needs to explain
the workings of the market. A ‘pure selﬁshness’ seems an unnecessarily strong
assumption for a theorist like Adam Smith with a moral/ethical orientation, on the
one hand, and belief in parsimony and Occam’s Razor, on the other.26
18. Considering Hick’s very simple model of mercantile behavior, what motive could
be attributed to agents operating in an Islamic market? By the latter, it is meant
a market in which merchants have internalized Islamic injunctions and behave
according to the rules speciﬁed by the shari ah. An understanding of these rules
of behavior suggests that they are intended to ensure a level playing ﬁeld for all
participants. A present-day understanding of these rules suggests that this is done
by prohibiting barriers to entry and exit and by encouraging the ﬂow of free and
full information accomplished, in part, through prohibition of deliberate creation
of asymmetric information.27
’-

Assuming merchants observe all the rules of market behavior, would there be
any prohibition on the proﬁt motive? While a Muslim merchant may have other
motives, there is no evidence—from the sacred sources, the economic history of
Medina during the lifetime of the Messenger º∏°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U , or the writings
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of Muslim scholars and fuqahá—to suggest that, provided the rules prescribed for
market operations are observed, the proﬁt motive should be ruled out. The Islamic
vision of how markets are organized, operate, and clear is different from that of
other systems: the physical analogue of that vision existed in remarkable uniformity
in the Muslim world for centuries. These markets were physically structured to
facilitate the workings of the Islamic rules governing market operations. Each
product had its own specialized market, e.g., clothing, jewelry, house wares, food
products, and raw materials. This concentration allowed the efﬁcient ﬂow of
information, realization of economies of agglomeration, ease of supervision and
quality control by guilds (±Éæ°UCG) and muhtasibs.28 However, it is important to note
that, while markets exist and, indeed, are encouraged, an Islamic economy is not
a market economy in the sense of neoclassical economic theory. Even though the
Fundamental Theorems of the neoclassical economics allowed a limited role for
the government to correct market failure, it is, by and large, the price system that
rules the market economy. Through its rules of behavior for market participants,
and without negating the signaling function of the price system in the market, the
shari ah assigns a signiﬁcant role to non-market decisions to ensure economic and
social justice. This seems to be true in case of all pre- and post-market activities
in terms of pre-production principles of property rights, in the case of the former,
and through redistributive institutions, in the case of the latter.
’-

19. If there is any validity in what has been said so far, investigations in the history
of thought of Muslim and non-Muslim scholars, up to the time of the marginalist
schools on the ontological and epistemological foundations of economic behavior,
could be fruitful. This effort could provide, in turn, a rigorous foundation for
analytic thinking in Islamic economics. Investigation in this area ties well with
another ﬁeld of research that can also prove a fertile ground for contribution to
the development of Islamic economics, hermeneutics: a systematic, rigorous, and
analytic economic interpretation of sources of Islam, the Quran, the Sunnah of
the Messenger º∏°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U , the economic history of early Islam and the
writings of scholars and fuqahá. Because of the extreme sensitivity of this issue,
particularly as it relates to the Quran and the Sunnah, it is essential to differentiate
between what is meant here by hermeneutics and the generally understood notion
of tafseer.29 Hermeneutics, as used here, does not mean tafseer, i.e., the ﬁrst order
interpretation of the sacred sources which is a highly specialized ﬁeld, but rather
the process of extracting economic meaning from the ﬁrst order interpretation.
20. A simple example of what is meant by hermeneutics in the present context may
help to clarify the difference. The Quran’s declaration in Verse 276 of Chapter 2
that "... äÉbó°üdG »Hôjh ÉHôdG ˆG ≥ëÁ ..." has a ﬁrst order interpretation (tafseer) which
is primarily the responsibility of those specialized in the science of interpretation.
However, an economist could understand this verse by relating the two future verbs
"≥ëÁ" and "»Hôj" to the differential impact of "ÉHôdG" and "äÉbó°üdG" in the economy
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by noting who is at the giving end and who at the receiving end of these transactions.
The economist could then model—say in a simple Keynesian framework with
computed marginal propensities to save and consume—the differential impact.**
He could even empirically test the results against actual observations. The
existing literature on Islamic economics contains other examples of economic
hermeneutics. One example is Professor Ali Khan’s efforts to understand various
concepts that play key roles in the ontological and epistemological foundations
of Islamic economics. Dr. Chapra’s important book The Future of Economics
contains many illustrations of economic hermeneutics. Another example is the
recent effort by Professor Tajeddin in explaining the Quranic rules of inheritance;
it is a good beginning; additional economic insights and meaning could be gained
from analyzing these rules within an intergenerational, intertemporal framework.
Yet another example is the papers by Professor Braima in which a Quranic model
of the economy is presented. The impressive papers of Professor Raﬁc Al-Misri
are also worthy of mention.
21. Efforts in arriving at rigorous and analytic economic insights into Islamic views
of such elemental concepts as rationality, self-interests, and human traits through
hermeneutics seem essential. For example, it was suggested earlier that, provided
the rules of market behavior are observed, proﬁt motive—as a guide to behavior
in the market—cannot be ruled out. This, however, does neither necessitate an
assumption of pure selﬁshness in the market, nor a narrow conception of selfinterest for behavior, in general. For example, it is possible to argue that the
notion of self-interest is an essential Islamic behavioral postulate, provided
account is taken of the fact of an inﬁnite planning horizon for the individual and
the collectivity in concordance with the Islamic belief in the Hereafter (IôNB’G).
The Quran, in a number of verses, insists that whatever the result of the behavior,
it is ‘for’ or ‘against’ the nafs of the actor, i.e., "G...É¡∏a ”CÉ°SCG ¿Gh ºµ°ùØfC’ ºàæ°ùMCG ºàæ°ùMCG ¿EG ",
verse 7, Chapter 17. Moreover, there are a number of other verses in which rules
prescribed are coupled with "... ºµd ÒN ƒ¡a " it is better for you.” Considering the
notion of ‘the self’, there are some economists who have considered this concept
in more than a single dimension.30 Economic hermeneutics of the Quran’s concept
of the nafs, the explanations provided by the Ahadeeth of the Messenger ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U
º∏°Sh ¬dBGh and the writings of Muslim scholars on this subject could be immensely
valuable here. These sources seem to view the nafs, which motivates behavior, as
dynamically moving: positively toward perfection, or negatively toward a position
‘worse than’ animals. This is one area where Muslim philosophers have advanced
crucial ideas based on the sacred sources. Since changes in the nafs affect tastes
and preferences, the insights gained from a study of the works of these scholars
will have implications for economic behavior.31
________________________________________________________________________

** Nearly two decades ago, Dr. Fahim Khan developed a “Macro Consumption Function in an Islamic
Framework” (see the Journal of Research in Islamic Economics, Vol. 1, No. 1) which employs the
ideas here as part of his analysis. Thanks are due to Dr. Fahim Khan for pointing out this important
reference.
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22. Application of economic hermeneutics investigation of the of Islamic sources on
important concepts, such as covenant, contract, trust, commitment, iman, taqwa,
and other essential notions seems to be an imperative for a clear and rigorous
articulation of Islam’s views on economics, the economy, ﬁnance, market structure,
poverty, and economic development and growth. For example, hermeneutics of
Islam’s position on contracts, insights into the incentive structure for observance
of their stipulation and breech remedies would be enormously helpful for
understanding this important institution within the Islamic economic system.
Similarly, extracting economic meaning as to what the sources consider important
conditions for economic development and growth, as well as the institutions that
must exist in the society for these conditions to be met, would seem crucial to
formulating policy recommendations based on economic analysis. For example,
it appears that verse 96 of Chapter 7 of the Quran:

".¿ƒÑ°ùµj GƒfÉc ÉÃ ºgÉfòNCÉa GƒHòc øµdh ¢VQC’Gh AÉª°ùdG øe äÉcôH º¡«∏Y ÉæëàØd Gƒ≤JGh GƒæeBG iô≤dG πgCG ¿CG ƒdh"
suggests conditions under which societies can develop and grow as well as reasons
why they do not. The verse speciﬁes iman and taqwa as conditions (necessary
and sufﬁcient?) for growth. If this understanding turns out to be consistent with
ﬁrst order interpretation (tafseer), an economist could seek behavioral traits and
characteristics that deﬁne these conditions in order to develop a Quranic theory of
growth. This would mean an investigation of sources to reach a clear speciﬁcation
of behavioral rules, the collective observation of which would deﬁne these
conditions. An economic hermeneutical understanding of each of these rules can
yield a matrix of elements that deﬁne the conditions. For example, ﬁrst verse
of the ﬁfth chapter of the Quran declares: "Oƒ≤©dÉH GƒahCG GƒæeBG øjòdG É¡jCG Éj". This is a
behavioral rule emphasized in the sayings and actions of the Messenger
º∏°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U and commented upon in Islamic philosophical, ethical, ﬁqhi,
and judicial scholarship. An economist’s understanding of this rule would also
tap into areas such as information economics, law and economics, transaction
cost economics, institutional economics, and contract theory to have a clear
understanding of the economic implications of observance or, otherwise, of this
rule and draw operational inferences for empirical veriﬁcation. The order to
the believers to be faithful to their contracts, with far-reaching implications for
contract negotiations, enforcement and breech remedies, is only one among the
rules that deﬁne iman. A matrix of the rules for both iman and taqwa could well
deﬁne the Islamic theory of economic growth and development.
23. Economic history of Muslim societies, especially in the earliest period, particularly
during the time of the Messenger º∏°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«∏Y ˆG »∏°U , is another rich source for
economic hermeneutics. An excellent example is Professor K. Sadr’s work on
the early Islamic period, which, through hermeneutics, draws implications for
ﬁscal, monetary, development, and environmental policies. Dr. Hasanuz Zaman’s
book The Economic Functions of the Early Islamic State [International Islamic
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Publishers, Karachi (1981)], published over 20 years ago, also focuses on the
economics of the early period of Islam. For centuries and before the beginning
of the discipline of economics, Muslim societies managed their economic affairs.
It is, therefore, natural to expect that an understanding of the economic history
of these societies would yield valuable insights into the workings of Islamic
economic institutions, based on which an understanding could be gained into
the reasons why some of these institutions did not evolve. Investigation into
the historical evolution of markets in Muslim societies, beginning with the ﬁrst
market established by the Messenger º∏°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U in Medina, could yield
valuable insights into their operations in terms of observance of the rules of shari ah,
instruments of supervision and regulation of these markets, and the role of the
prices and the equilibrium process. Hermeneutics of this historical evolution could
yield insights into how markets could be structured and organized in consonance
with the rules of shari ah. As Dr. Siddiqi has suggested in his presentation quoted
earlier, many of the published works of the recent years on Islamic economics
references to ﬁqh have been prominent. ﬁqh literature is a valuable legacy for ideas
regarding economic behavior.32
’-

’-

24. One area, in which economic hermeneutics of all sources could be of great help, is
efforts to elucidate a concrete economic deﬁnition of Islam’s view on justice. There
is a consensus among scholars of Islamic economics that social justice is the most
important objective of an Islamic economy and abstract models have been proposed
based on the desiderata of justice and beneﬁcence (¿É°ùME’Gh ∫ó©dG). However, no
clear sense of what these concepts mean, analytically and operationally, has been
provided. Without such a deﬁnition, it is difﬁcult to see how economic analysis
and policy recommendations can be made on ways to achieve social justice. The
history of scholarship in traditional economics demonstrates the complexities
arriving at a consensus on a criterion by which a particular pattern of economic
distribution can be judged as being just. Hermeneutics of various concepts of
justice related to economic behavior, whether on individual or aggregate levels,
in the Islamic sources to arrive at consensus regarding an analytic deﬁnition and
criteria of justice would be a major contribution.33
25. Even a cursory look at Islamic sources suggests a comprehensive conception of
justice that permeates throughout the individual’s and community’s life.34 Every
dimension of individual behavior affecting the individual and social interactions
is subject to some conception of justice. Each conception of justice, as applied
in the Quran, refers to a speciﬁc dimension of individual and collective behavior.
Associated with each conception is a term and a context. Economic hermeneutics
of these terms and their associated context pose a major challenge. A simple
example should illustrate the task. One of the miracles of the Quran is the economy
and parsimony of its language concomitant with its precision. Yet, sometimes the
Quran uses two or more words to indicate what appears to be the same term or
the same process. The precision of the Quran would suggest that there has to be
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deeper reasons for this phenomenon. In case of ‘justice’ terms such as
"≥M" ,"¿Gõ«e" ,"§°ùb" ,"∫óY" and others are used in various contexts. Based on
the already available literature, conception of justice plays a major role in the
initial allocation of resources, production, exchange, market, distribution and
redistribution. The economic hermeneutics of dimensions and meaning of
these terms, particularly as used in the Quran and Ahadeeth of the Messenger
º∏°Sh ¬dCGh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U , in the writings of scholars and philosophers would seem
indispensable to building rigorous foundation of Islamic economic analyses, if
indeed achieving justice is the major objective of an Islamic economy.
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IV. Conclusions

26. Whether Islamic economics is considered to be an entirely different discipline
from what goes as traditional economics—a position justiﬁed by its world view,
its view of rationality, its view on man’s nature, its emphasis on the need for
correspondence between behavior and the prescribed rules as well as its other
speciﬁc dimensions—or as a special subﬁeld within that discipline, it has made
considerable progress since its revival a little over three decades ago. This is
remarkable, given that there are virtually no organized support for this effort,
in sharp contrast to the multitude of private and public foundations providing
ﬁnancial support to research in traditional economics. Despite the wealth of
resources available in many Muslim societies, there is lamentably little support
for scholarship in Islamic economics. Moreover, even the academic recognition
of research activities in this ﬁeld is, by and large, lacking and there is a dearth of
incentives for scholars to pursue their interest in furthering contemporary thinking
in the discipline. Nevertheless, the personal dedication of scholars has produced a
credible corpus of work that provides a sense of optimism regarding the future of
Islamic economics.
27. There is no reason to doubt that scholarly activities in this ﬁeld will continue,
nor to think that, at some point in the future, it will develop a rigorous analytic
foundation for policy analysis and prescription to achieve the objectives of Islam
for the economy. This note is a modest attempt to consider possible directions for
future development and growth of the discipline. Learning from the history of
development of traditional economics—both its successes and failures—research
in Islamic economics should anchor its progress on an interdisciplinary approach,
paying due attention to historical, philosophical, psychological, and sociological
dimensions of what Islam intends for individual and collective economic behavior.
The immense scholarly works of Muslim philosophers, fuqaha, historians, and
social critics provide a valuable legacy that should be extremely helpful in
this process.35 Developments in traditional economics is also a fertile ﬁeld for
researchers in Islamic economics to harvest as a source of ideas. In this note,
while the economic history of Muslim societies and thoughts has been emphasized
as a major source of ideas, special attention has also been directed at developing a
proper ‘language’ of discourse in Islamic economics with the hope of emergence
of a consensus-based, analytic, and operational deﬁnitions, and descriptions of
major concepts that scholars would need to further reﬁne ideas and generate new
insights. A common language, with its own ‘grammar’, of Islamic economics is
fundamentally important; as Professor Ali Khan suggests:
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“... the choice of language has epistemological implications.” For this reason, a
plea is made for the development of a coherent, comprehensive, and systematic
economic hermeneutics as a foundational structure that would support research,
dialogue, and debate in Islamic economics, as well as in building the future ediﬁce
of theoretical, empirical, and policy structure of this discipline. The present
generation of researchers is in a position to make an important contribution by
focusing on activities that can draw economic meanings and inferences from terms,
ideas, and concepts expounded in the sources of Islam. The hope would be that
at some point in time a collection similar to Palgrave’s Dictionary of Economics
could be developed for Islamic economics. The momentum of these efforts
would be much accelerated if ﬁnancial resources, similar to those provided to
investigations in traditional economics by major foundations, could be mobilized
in Muslim societies to support such activities.
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NOTES

No. 20 and 30 in Imam Zayn Al-Abedeen"ájOÉé°ùdG áØ«ë°üdG" translated
by William C. Chittick The Psalms of Islam; The Muhammadi Trust of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, 1988, which also includes the translation of the
Imam’s "¥ƒ≤◊G ádÉ°SQ" as The Treatise on Rights (pp. 279-292). The latter “elaborates
on a well-known saying of the Prophet, which has been transmitted in a rather large
number of versions, no doubt because he repeated it in many different contexts. A
typical version can be rendered as follows: ‘surely Your Lord has a right against you,
your self has a right against you, and your wife has a right against you.’ Other versions
of the hadeeth add guest, body, eye, and friend as those who have rights. In some of
the versions, another clause is added: ‘so give to everyone who possesses a right
(≥M …P πc) his right.’ ...Zayn Al-Abedeen’s Treatise on Rights seems to have been
written at the request of a disciple, since, in one of its two versions, it is prefaced by
the words: ‘This is the treatise of Ali Ibn Al-Hossein to one of his companions.’ In
it the Imam explains in more or less exhaustive fashion what is meant by ‘everyone
who possesses a right,’ as mentioned in the above Hadeeth. Throughout, he provides
speciﬁc examples, basing himself upon the Quran, the Sunnah, and the actions and
saying of the earlier Imams." The Treatise has been extensively commented upon.
One of the best commentaries is the two-volume book:
1 Supplications

áYÉÑ£∏d Ò°ùØàdG QGO á°ù°SDƒe . øjóHÉ©dG øjR Ú°ù◊G øH »∏Y ΩÉeEÓd ¥ƒ≤◊G ádÉ°SQ ìô°T : »‚ÉÑ≤dG »∏Y ó«°ùdG ø°ùM
: √ 1416 –¿GôjEG –º`b ,ô°ûædGh
In his introduction, Ghabanji quotes the following about the Imam from Ö©°ûdG ±QÉ©e IôFGO

, Ék fÉÁEG ¬Ñ∏b CÓàeG πLQ , º∏°Sh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U ∫ƒ°SôdG áæjóe »b ¢û«©j ¿Éc , …ôé¡dG ∫hC’G ¿ô≤dG øe ÒNC’G ™HôdG ‘"
k
¿CÉª£Jh , ™ØJQÉa ™°VGƒJ ób . ¬∏°†ah √ôcòH ¿ÉÑcôdG äôjÉ°ùJh , É¡∏c áæjóŸG ¬àÑMCG . ’ÓLh
áYhQ ¬¡Lh πY √Qƒf ¥ô°TCGh
ƒg πLôdG ºµdP . . . Ék «fÉM ≈eÉà«dG ≈∏Yh , É«°SGƒe AGô≤Ø∏d ¿Éc . ¢SÉædG πc ¬ÑMCÉa ¢SÉædG ±É©°V ÖMCGh , √hõYCÉa ¢SÉæ∏d
OÉ°ùØdGh º∏¶dG ™jô°U , AGó¡°ûdG »HCG π°ùf ßØM ¬Hh , Ú°ù◊G AÉæHCG øe ∞«°ùdG á«≤H , - Ú°ù◊G øHG øjóHÉ©dG øjR »∏Y ∂dP ‘ ∫Éb óbh . ¬à«H ∫BG øe áÑMC’G πàb ¿CG ó©H ¢TÉY ¬fC’ , äGô°ù◊G Òãc , AÉµÑdG ójó°T Gòg »∏Y ¿Éc . AÓHôc ‘
øe ô°ûY á©°†H âjCGQ ÊEGh . äÉe ¬fCG º∏©j ⁄h , ∞°Sƒj ≈∏Y √Éæ«Y â°†«HG ≈àM ≈µH ΩÓ°ùdG ¬«∏Y Üƒ≤©j ¿EG :(¬æY ˆG »°VQ)
áªMôdG â©Ñf á«°ùØædG Ω’B’Gh ¿GõMC’G §°Sh ‘ ¬fEGh . »Ñ∏b øe Ögòj º¡fõM ¿hÎaCG , óMGh Ωƒj IGóZ ‘ ¿ƒëHòj »à«H πgCG
øY Ö«LÉYC’G ihôJh . Gk ƒØYh áMÉª°S ¢†«Øjh , ÚLÉàëŸG áLÉMh ÚæjóŸG øjO ó°ùj GOGƒL ¿Éµa , É¡H ¬Ñ∏b ¢VÉØa , ¬æe
¬¡Lh ≈∏Y Égój ‘ Ée ™bƒa , CÉ°Vƒà«d AÉŸG Öµ°ùJh , ≥jôHE’G πª– âfÉc ájQÉL ¿CG É¡æe ihôj É‡h . √ƒØYh ¬àMÉª°S
"»¶«Z âª¶c ób" : ∫É≤a , " ß«¨dG ÚªXÉµdGh" : ∫ƒ≤j ¤É©J ˆG ¿EG : ájQÉ÷G ¬d âdÉ≤a ÉªF’ É¡«dEG ¬°SCGQ ™aôa , ¬é°ûa
"ˆG ¬Lƒd IôM âfCG" : ∫Éb , "Úæ°ùëŸG Öëj ˆGh" : âdÉ≤a , "∂æY ˆG ÉØY" ∫É≤a , "¢SÉædG øY ÚaÉ©dGh" : âdÉ≤a
-- IQƒæŸG áæjóŸGh , áeôµŸG áµe ‘ É°Uƒ°üNh --RÉé◊G ´ƒHQ ‘ »∏Y ô¡à°TG , ∞£©dGh áªMôdGh ƒª°ùdGh πÑædG Gò¡H .
øHG Ék eÉ°ûg ¿CG ¥ôW IóY øe Gòg ‘ ihôjh . ¿É£∏°S ÒZ øe Ö«¡ŸG ¿Éµa , AÉØ∏ÿG AÉæHCG É¡«dEG π°üj ⁄ áLQO ¤EG ÓYh
≈àM ,øµªàj ⁄ Oƒ°SC’G ôé◊G º∏à°ùj ¿CG OGQCG ÉŸh , ΩGô◊G â«ÑdÉH ±É£a èëj ¿Éc , áaÓÿG ¤ƒàj ¿CG πÑb , ∂∏ŸG óÑY
ôé◊G øe ÉfO Éª∏a , øjóHÉ©dG øjR »∏Y πÑbCG PEG ∂dòc ƒg Éªæ«Hh , ¬dƒM ΩÉ°ûdG πgCGh , º∏°Sh ¬«∏Y ¢ù∏éa Èæe ¬d Ö°üf
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k G ¢SÉædG ¬æY ≈ëæJ , º∏à°ù«d
Ék °UÉ≤æà°SG ?Gòg øe : ΩÉ°ûg ∫É≤a , í«∏e πµ°Th áæ°ùM IõH ‘ ƒgh , Ék eGÎMGh áÑ«gh ¬d ’ÓLE
: É¡«a AÉL , Ió«°ü≤H ¬Øjô©J ‘ πëØdG ôYÉ°ûdG ™aófÉa , Gk ô°VÉM ôYÉ°ûdG ¥ORôØdG ¿Éch ¬d
Ωô`◊Gh π◊Gh ¬aô`©` j â«``ÑdGh
¬JCÉWh AÉë£ÑdG ±ô©J …òdG Gòg
º`∏` ©dG ôgÉ`£dG »≤ædG »≤`` àdG Gòg
º¡`∏c ˆG OÉ`ÑY ô``«N ø`HG Gò`g
Ωô`` µdG »¡àæj Gòg ΩQÉµ``e ¤EG
É¡`∏FÉ`b ∫É`b ¢û`jô`b ¬``JCGQ GPEG
: ∫Éb ¿CG ¤EG
"ºé©dGh äôµfCG øe ±ô©J Üô©dG
√ô`FÉ`°†H Gòg ø`e ∂`dƒb ¢ù«∏a
2

See Dr. M.U. Chapra, The Future of Economics, The Islamic Foundation, 2000
(p. 254). This is a valuable book, a valiant effort in framing the past, present, and
future of the discipline. Nevertheless, the appeal here for the development of a common
language of discourse for Islamic economics that can commend consensus among
practitioners remains valid. Meeting the challenging task of removing, or at least
reducing, the present fuzziness is still an imperative for acceleration of development
and growth of the discipline.
3 See,

for example, the discussions in the recent Roundtable organized by the Islamic
Research and Training Institute (IRTI) of the Islamic Development Bank on May
26-27, 2004, in cooperation with the Kuwait-based Arab Planning Institute (API).
Gratitudes are due to Dr. Fahim Khan who provided copies of some of the papers
presented in the Round Table, including an early draft of his own editorial overview
of the discussion. Coverage of the ﬁrst current has been limited in this paper since
it has been covered extensively by Dr. Fahim Khan’s overview of the Roundtable
discussion.
4 Professor

Ali Khan in his “Globalization” paper, Islamic Economic Studies, Vol. 8,
No. 1, (p. 52) suggests that “there seems to be a tremendous anxiety about Islamic
economics and how it may have an adverse effect on globalization.” Professor Timur
Kuran, in all his writings on Islamic economics, displays such anxiety. An example is
“Islam and Under-Development: An Old Puzzle Revisited,” Journal of Institutional
and Theoretical Economics, Vol. 153, 1997, (pp. 41-71). Despite pretensions of
‘dispassionate analysis’, the content of this paper and the position taken in other of his
published works on the subject belie the claim. Superﬁcial understanding of Islam,
lack of familiarity with the canonical texts, Islamic history and history of thought
and strong priors lead to ‘a very distorted image of Islam’, as Professors Ebrahim
and Safadi indicate in their paper “Behavioral Norms in the Islamic Doctrine of
Economics: A Comment,” Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, Vol.
27, 1995. Distortion by selectivity is rather transparent in Professor Kuran’s paper
“The Discontents of Islamic Morality” in American Economic Review, Vol. 86, No. 2,
May 1996 (pp. 438-442), in which Islamic economics is passionately criticized and a
profoundly absurd claim is made that “... the main purpose of Islamic economics is not
to improve economic performance..., its real purpose is to help prevent Muslims from
assimilating into the emerging global culture whose core elements have a Western
pedigree.... Its chief instrument for ﬁghting assimilation is the guilt that it fosters by
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characterizing certain universal economic practices as un-Islamic.... From Maududi
onwards, the moral discourse of Islamic economics has cultivated the view that the
behavioral standards of Islam are fundamentally at odds with those of the West.”
Professor Kuran then continues his delusional claim that “the civilizational clash that
Islamic economics is fueling is often misconstrued as a collision of old and new .... In
trying to strengthen the Islamic identity of Muslim communities as a means of breaking
their nonreligious solidarity patterns, today’s Islamic fundamentalists are attempting,
then, to perform a task at which the earliest Muslims failed” (p. 440). Nowhere in the
paper attempt is made to demonstrate the existence of the ‘nonreligious solidarity’ of
today’s Muslim communities which Islamic economics is presumed to be trying to
break.
The selective reading of Islamic sources, history, and history of thought and
unwarranted inferences in Professor Kuran’s criticism take much more space to
address than is available here, nevertheless, one point is worth noting: Professor
Kuran does not seem to be aware of the universality of the message of Islam.
The fact is that the unity of mankind and of the creation is so emphasized in the
Quran and Ahadeeth that Muslim philosophers consider the Unity of Creation as a
corollary to the axiom of Tawheed (the Unity of the Creator); as the Quran states:
"IóMGh ¢ùØæc ’EG ºµã©H ’h ºµ≤∏N Ée" . Moreover, the position of the Quran and the Sunnah on
inducing efforts at integration and unity of mankind is so strong that all the moral and
ethical rules can be interpreted as being addressed to this objective (see A.A. Shakir:
Individual and Social Responsibility in Islamic Thought, Ph.D. dissertation, New
York University, 1966 (pp. 167-175). Also see Tariq Ramadan, Western Muslims and
the Future of Islam, Oxford University Press, 2004.) All the ‘dos’ relate to behavior
that promotes integration of the humanity and all the ‘don’ts’ are those that lead to
disintegration. It is a misjudgment to accuse scholars named in Professor Kuran’s
article as attempting to prevent assimilation of Muslims “into the emerging global
culture.”
Surely Professor Kuran is aware of major Western economists who are severe
critics of globalization because of its unequal beneﬁts and harms. Do these people
also qualify as ‘Muslim Fundamentalists’? Are all those economists who criticize
economics because it ignores ethics and morality also ‘Muslim fundamentalists’?
Professor Kuran uses dissonance between behavior of Muslims and the rules of
economic behavior prescribed by Islam as an evidence that “it is impossible to live up
to the ideal of Homo Islamicus.” He does not seem aware, or willing to acknowledge,
that there are Muslims, in and out of the Muslim countries, who live according to
Islamic values and follow all the rules of behavior prescribed by Islam. Moreover, he
seems unwilling to consider other explanations for deviation between actual and ideal
behavior. Islam, neither in its sacred sources nor in its history, rejects the possibility of
such deviation between actual and ideal behavior. Indeed, both the Quran and Islamic
history acknowledge and record the kind of behavior mentioned by Professor Kuran
(see the example given by »Ñf øH ∂dÉe in note 35). Aside from the fact that the Quran
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devotes considerable space and effort to point out the harm done by not following the
rules of correct behavior and admonishes against it, this phenomenon is part and parcel
of all systems, and is symptomatic of man’s nature. Islam, however, provides both
the rules and incentive as well as the cultural-social-economic institutional structure
to promote the correct behavior.
Additionally, it is difﬁcult to justify how any fair-minded critique can read into the
writing of Muslim economists an anti-Western, anti-global bias. As an example,
consider Dr. Chapra’s The Future of Economics. The book’s objective, as can be
seen from one of three epigrams of the preface, is to respond to a call by Marshall
Hodgson for Islam to ‘illuminate the modern conscious’ by informing economics and
economists of Islamic values. While the particular focus of the book is Muslim thought
and response of Islamic economics to modern problems, the overall concern is for the
future of mankind. How can anyone read a statement like “... democratic governments
in Western countries have done a great deal to promote justice, development and well
being” (p. 192) and infer an anti-Western bias? If Dr. Chapra sees the reason for the
slow economic progress of Muslim societies as being due to the neglect of Islamic
values and rules of behavior and considers the solution to problems of these societies
as revival of Islamic institutions and values, he is calling it as he sees it. The burden
of proof, that this is not the case, is on those who disagree with the diagnostics, and
Professor Kuran’s criticism falls considerably short of standard for serious scholarship.
Is the book’s analysis of the source of problems—poor governance, lack of politically
representative governments, unjust taxation, debasing the currency, inefﬁciencies,
as well as other social, economic, and political inequities—an evidence for drawing
an anti-western inference? Is the book’s criticism of economics any less objective,
analytical or more strident than much of the writings of Western economists themselves?
And can any honest scholar reject Islamic economics as fraud by ignoring centuries of
economic progress of Muslim societies before the advent of modern economics? As
Shaheed M.B. Sadr explains:

GPÉe ! ΩÓ°SE’G ‘ ájOÉ°üàb’G πcÉ°ûª∏d êÓY hCG »eÓ°SEG OÉ°üàbG OƒLh ‘ ¿ƒµ°ûj øjòdG A’Dƒg ∫ƒ≤j GPÉe …QOG ’h ..."
¬JÉ«M ¬d É©ªà› º¡Ø°UƒH ΩÓ°SE’G Qó°U ‘ ¿ƒ°û«©j ¿ƒª∏°ùŸG øµj º∏aCG ? ΩÓ°SE’G Qó°U ‘ ≥«Ñ£àdG ô°üY øY ¿ƒdƒ≤j
øµJ º∏aCG ? ΩÓ°SE’Gh »ÑædG ó«H »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸG Gòg IOÉ«b øµJ º∏aCG ? á«YÉªàL’G øjOÉ«ŸG πc ‘ ¬JÉ«Mh ájOÉ°üàb’G
ƒd GPÉªa ? ájOÉ°üàb’G ¬∏cÉ°ûe ∞∏àh ™jRƒàdGh êÉàfE’G ÉjÉ°†b ™ªàéŸG É¡H èdÉ©j IOÉ«≤dG √òg iód IOó ∫ƒ∏M ∑Éæg
? ΩÓ°SE’G ‘ …OÉ°üàbG Ögòe øY ‹ÉàdÉHh ájOÉ°üàb’G IÉ«◊G º«¶æJ ‘ ΩÓ°SE’G á≤jôW øY È©J ∫ƒ∏◊G √òg ¿CG Éæ«YOG
ΩÉ¶f ¿hóH √Qƒ°üàf ¿CG øµÁ Óa (º∏°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U) »ÑædG ó¡Y ≈∏Y »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸG ÉfQƒ°üJ GPEG øëf
’h . √OGôaCG ÚH IhÌdG ™jRƒJh ájOÉ°üàb’G ¬JÉ«M º«¶æJ ‘ ÉgÉæÑàj á≤jôW ¿hóH ™ªà› óLƒj ¿CG øµÁ ’ PEG …OÉ°üàbG
k
ádÉ°SôdG ÖMÉ°U ¬Ø°UƒH »ÑædG øYh ΩÓ°SE’G øY Ó°üØæe
IƒÑædG ô°üY ™ªà› ‘ …OÉ°üàb’G ΩÉ¶ædG Qƒ°üàf ¿CG øµÁ
k , ¬æe GPƒNCÉe …OÉ°üàb’G ΩÉ¶ædG ¿ƒµj ¿CG óHÓa . É¡≤«Ñ£J ¤ƒàj …òdG
k hCG ’ƒb
¬°Uƒ°üf øe GPƒNCÉe …CG , Gk ôjô≤J hCG Ó©a
ΩÉ¶ædG ≈∏Y ≠Ñ°ùj ∂dP πch ¬H ¬dƒÑbh óFÉ°S ±ô©d √ôjô≤J øe hCG ádhó∏d É°ù«FQ ¬Ø°UƒH ¬à≤jôWh ¬dÉ©aCG øe hCG ¬dGƒbCGh
OÉ°üàb’G øY ±ô©J GPÉe " : (¬«∏Y ¤É©J ˆG ¿Gƒ°VQ) Qó°üdG ôbÉH óª ó«°ùdG ó«¡°ûdG ΩÉeE’G " »eÓ°SE’G ™HÉ£dG
. √ 1388 ±ô°TC’G ∞éædG – ¿Éª©ædG á©Ñ£e (53–52 ¢U) "»eÓ°SE’G
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5

See Marcus Noland, “Religion, Culture, and Economic Performance” Institute
for International Economics, 2004 (e-mail:mnoland@iie.com). Two other recent
empirical research in religion and economics are: Luigi Guiso, Paola Sapienza,
and Luigi Zingales “People’s Opium.” Religion and economic attitudes; Journal
of Monetary Economics, Vol. 50, 2003, (pp. 225-282). This paper concludes that
“on average, religious beliefs are associated with ‘good’ economic attitudes” and
that “Christian religions are more positively associated with attitudes conducive to
economic growth.” But, see their sample and questions on pp. 234-237. The second
recent empirical paper is by Robert J. Barro and Rachel McCleary “Religion and
Political Economy in an International Panel,” Working Paper No. 8931, National
Bureau of Economic Research, May 2002. The paper ﬁnds that “growth responds
positively to enhanced religious beliefs...,” but also see their sample and regression
results.
Interesting insights on growth of Islam in Africa are provided in “Transaction costs and
Islam: Explaining Conversion in Africa” by Jean Ensminger, Journal of Institutional
and Theoretical Economics, Vol. 153, 1997 (pp. 4-40). She makes a case that Islamic
institutional structure “was one of the most available and effective” systems, which,
until recent times, provided “solutions for the institutional problems of trade.” This
was, according to the author, the reason for the voluntary African conversion to Islam
and “it can sometimes explain the preference for Islam over Christianity.” She points
out that the major advantage of Islam is that it “reduced transaction costs,” and that
“the fact that Islam was also a religion and not merely a set of secular institutions
further reduced the transactions costs of exchange. Islam was a powerful ideology with
built-in sanctions which contributed to considerable self-enforcement of contracts”
(pp. 7-8). The paper also discusses other Islamic institutions such as commanda
(modharaba). Also note the position of this paper on trust: “Islam thus plays at
least two roles in relations to trust, ﬁrstly by establishing mutual commitments and
obligations as fellow members of the ummah (Islamic community or fraternity), and
secondly by providing the criterion of religiosity as a signaling device for reliability,
which in turn becomes the basis for trust” (p. 39).
There are also a few valuable papers on economics and religion by Howard Margolis,
“Religion as Paradigm” in Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics (JITE),
Vol. 153, 1997 (pp. 243-252); see also comments by Heinz Hollander (pp. 253-258).
See also Eilert Herms, “Religion, ethics, the economy and economics,” JITE, Vol. 153,
1997 (pp. 182-206), and comments by David Reisman and Gisela Kubon-Gilke.
In the main paper, the author deﬁnes a concept of ‘ethos’ and “considers religion,
the economy, and economics as subsystems of any ethos.” Herms deﬁnes ethos to
be “conceived as a system of interaction covering the whole range of the essential
functions of a society and shaped from within by convictions concerning the origin,
the constitution and the destiny of reality and of human life within it.” On economic
analysis of religion, see James D. Montgomery “Contemplation on the Economic
Approach to Religions Behavior.” The American Economic Review, Vol. 86, No. 2
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(pp. 443-447), who does not believe that the economic approach can explain religious
belief formation. See also “The Economics of Religious Belief” by Russel Hardin in
the Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics, Vol. 153, 1997, as well as
comments by Bruno S. Fry and Eilert Herms on this paper in the same issue of the
journal (pp. 259-289).
6

For an attempt at a deﬁnition of such a system, see A. Mirakhor, “Outline of an Islamic
economic system” Zahid Husain Memorial, Lecture Series, No. 11, 22 March 1995,
State Bank of Pakistan, in which the system is deﬁned as a collection of institution and
these are deﬁned, in the tradition of North, as rules and norms of behavior. Present
understanding of Islamic economics, based on published writings, is that there are
rules(óYGƒb) and value norms (º«b) which underlie all economic behavior, individual
and collective. As an example, in an imaginative and interesting recent paper on
sustainable development, Professor Abdel Rahman Yosri Ahmed suggests that:

á°UÉÿG äÉ«µ∏ŸG ÜÉë°UCG GƒYóJh ±Gô°SE’G ÖæŒh ∑Ó¡à°S’G ó«°TôJ ¤EG GƒYóJ á«eÓ°SEG º«bh á«Yô°T óYGƒb ∑Éæ¡a "
ÚH ábÓ©dG ºYóJ ájó≤Y º«b ∑Éæg ¿CG Éªc . É¡«a OÉ°ùaE’G ΩóYh ¢VQC’G QÉªYCG ¤Gh , á«YÉªàL’G É¡àØ«XƒH ΩGõàd’G
OGôaCÓd áÑbGôŸGh á«YƒàdG á«dƒÄ°ùe äÉeƒµ◊G ≈∏Y »≤∏J á©jô°ûdG ¿CG Éªc .... ¢VQC’G ‘ áØ∏îà°ùŸG áÑbÉ©àŸG ∫É«LC’G
π∏N …CG ìÓ°UEG hCG »°ùaÉæàdG ¥ƒ°ùdG äÉ«dBG ¬≤≤– ⁄ Ée ≥«≤ëàd ôeC’G Ωõd GPEG ∫É©a πµ°ûH πNóàdGh Úéàæeh Úµ∏¡à°ùe
ô≤ØdG πgCG GhóYÉ°ùj ¿CG ájó≤Y ™aGhOh á«Yô°T ¢†FGôØH Úeõ∏e , Úeƒµh Ék eÉµM , Ék ©«ªL OGôaC’Gh ,¬JÉ«dBG ‘ CGô£j
Éfô°üY ‘h .... ºgÒZ øe IóYÉ°ùŸG »≤∏J øY ó©H Éª«a Gƒæ¨à°ù«d É‰EGh ájQhô°†dG º¡JÉLÉM ´ÉÑ°TE’ §≤a ¢ù«d áæµ°ùŸGh
óYGƒ≤dG QÉWEG ‘ ájOÉ°üàb’G á∏µ°ûŸG π«∏–h åëH ‘ á∏ãªàe á«ª∏©dG º¡à«°†b ¿ƒ«eÓ°SE’G ¿ƒjOÉ°üàb’G π©L ô°VÉ◊G
" . á«eÓ°SE’G ájó≤©dG º«≤dGh á«Yô°ûdG
These rules and norms need to be analytically and rigorously deﬁned in terms of their
economic meaning and systematically catalogued. This effort would help not only
the present and future generations of economists working in the discipline of Islamic
economic but also others, as Professor Yosri suggests (pp. 23-24) :

"... »eÓ°SE’G …OÉ°üàb’G ôµØdG øe GÒãc ó«Øà°ùj ¿CG øµÁ »©°VƒdG …OÉ°üàb’G ôµØdG ¿CÉH ∫ƒ≤dG ¤EG ÉfƒYój Gòg πc .... "

and also as suggested by Professor …ô°üŸG ¢ùfƒj ≥«aQ in his paper "ΩÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G ∞jô©J" in
the Review of Islamic Economics, Vol. 4, No. 1,1995 (p. 36):

" . QGô°UEGh »Yhh á≤ãH É¡æY GƒÑ≤æj ¿CG IÈÿGh IÒ°üÑdGh ¿ÉÁE’G πgCG ≈∏Y Öéj , ôFÉNPh Gk Rƒæc ΩÓ°SE’G ‘ ¿CG"
That there are a set of values, norms, and rules that characterize Islam’s views on
economics is shared by Professor Allawi in his coverage of the views of Shaheed
Al-Sadr:

ôgƒéa , ¢ùµ©dG ’ OÉ°üàb’G ±óg ƒg ¿É°ùfE’G π©Œ ( ¿ƒµdG ¤EG ΩÓ°SE’G Iô¶æd áeRÓŸG á«bÓNC’G º«≤dG ) º«≤dG √òg
á«°SÉ«°ùdGh ájOÉ°üàb’G IÉ«◊G ±óg ƒg ¿É°ùfE’G . ôjòÑàdGh ∫Ó¨à°S’Gh á«fÉfC’G ™e ¢†bÉæàj á«eÓ°SE’G á«bÓNC’G º«≤dG
‘ : ä’ÉéŸG πc ‘ É¡æY È©j »àdG ≈∏YC’G πãŸÉH ¬àbÓY øe …CG . ¢VQC’G ‘ ˆ ¬àaÓN øe ¬àª«bh √OƒLh óªà°ùj ¬fC’ ,
. Qó°üdG áØ°ù∏a , 178 ¢U ". á«bÓNC’Gh á«°SÉ«°ùdGh á«YÉªàL’G É¡ÑfGƒéH äÓeÉ©ŸG ‘h IOÉÑ©dG
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See also Mohsin Khan and Abbas Mirakhor: “Islam and the Economic System,”
Review of Islamic Economics, Vol. 2, No. 1, 1992 (pp 1 – 30).
7

Professor Ali Khan has emphasized this point in a number of his articles. See M.
Ali Khan Review: JKAU: Islamic Economics, Vol.3, 1991, (pp. 97-177), “... what
I am trying to emphasize is that we, as scholars, need to make explicit, the order of
the language we use ..... we would be better served if we are clear as to domain of
discourse we work in, clear as to which body or style of knowledge we address.” For
his Review in the Journal of Economic Studies, Vol. 20, No. 3, 1993 (pp. 51-69) and
(p. 111). He also points to the need to discuss issues from ... “differing vantage points
from which to grope toward the subject of Islamic Economics ..... I would submit that
we keep ﬁrmly at the back of our minds the fact that political economy is a mutant
of moral philosophy and that in an avoidance of a static conception of the subject,
we engage in wide-ranging conversations, much as the Apostle himself did in his
lifetime” (p. 116). See also his paper “On Trust as a Commodity and on the Grammar
of Trust” in Journal of Banking and Finance 26, 2002 (pp. 1719-1766), in which he
points to the epistemological dimensions of language. See also Professor Rashid who
echoes the sentiments of Professor Ali Khan; “An Agenda for Muslim Economists:
A Historico-Inductive Approach,” Journal of King Abdul Aziz University, Vol. 3,
1991 (pp. 45-55), and suggests insights can be gained from studying economics in
its relations to its Christian values. For the Old Testament views on issue of justice,
morality, and economic order see Meir Tamari With All Your Possessions: Jewish
Ethics and Economic Life, the Free Press, New York, 1987.
8 See his “Review” in JKAU, Vol. 3, 1991 (pp. 97-177). Perhaps a simple example
could help illustrate. One of the most important ontological terms, which serves as
a cornerstone of the behavior of man, is the notion of Khilafa (áaÓN) or vice regency,
a Quranic concept employed by most writers on Islamic economics. The recent
debate on the proper understanding of what this term means points to the difﬁculty of
‘minding one’s language,’ as repeatedly emphasized by Professor Ali Khan. On the
discussion regarding the concept of "áØ«∏N" see:

1991, 1 Ω 2 ´ »eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G çƒëH á∏› "?¬°VQCG ‘ ˆG øY áØ«∏N ¿É°ùfE’G πg" : ÊGó«ŸG áµæÑM øªMôdG óÑY
¢VQC’G ‘ ˆG øY áØ«∏N ¿É°ùfE’G ¿EG" : ∫É≤j ¿CG í°üj πg "±Óîà°S’Gh áaÓÿG" : …ô°üŸG ¢ùfƒj ≥«aQ . (82-71 ¢U)
. (90-69 ¢U) 1992, 2 Ω 1 ´ »eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G çƒëH á∏› "? ∫ÉŸG ‘ hCG
Could economists working in the ﬁeld reach a consensus that this very important
principle be deﬁned in terms of agency? Could they also agree then on the domain of
this agency?
9

See a deﬁnition of ‘ethos’ by Herms in note 4 above.

10

See Dr. Chapra’s book The Future of Economics as ell as a paper by Professor
Abdel-Rahman Yosri Ahmed, presented in the recent Roundtable, for a survey of
literature on Islamic economics.
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11 See

his keynote presentation to the Roundtable.

12 It should be noted that long before Dr. Siddiqi and others who bemoan the lack of
moral values in economics, there were economists sharply critical of economics on the
same ground. For example, Wilhelm Röpke [in his book A Humane Economy: The
Logical Framework of the Free Market, ﬁrst published in German in 1958, translated
into English and published in 1960 and reprinted in 1971 by Henry Regnery Company,
Chicago, Illinois,] an ardent defender of the free market economy suggested that:
“Indeed, there is a school which we can hardly call by any other name but liberal
anarchism, if we reﬂect that its adherents seem to think that market, competition,
and economic rationality provide a sufﬁcient answer to the question of the ethical
foundations for our economic system;” and that ‘we have made it abundantly clear
that we will have no track with a sort of economically ignorant moralism which, like
Mephistopheles in reverse, always wills the good and works the bad. But we must
add that we equally repudiate morally callous economism, which is insensitive to
the conditions and limits that must qualify our trust in the intrinsic morality of the
market economy. Once again, we must state that the market economy is not enough”
(p.123). “Self-discipline, a sense of justice, honesty, fairness, chivalry, moderation,
public spirit, respect for human dignity, ﬁrm ethical norms—all of these are qualities
which people must possess before they go to the market and compete with each other.
These are the indispensable supports which preserve both market and competition
from desecration. Family, church, genuine communities, and tradition are their
sources. It is also necessary that people should grow up in conditions which favor such
moral convictions, conditions of a natural order, conditions promoting cooperation,
respecting traditions, and giving moral support to the individual.” Importantly, he
suggests that “the market economy is a constantly renewed texture of more or less
short-lived contractual relations. It can, therefore, have no permanence unless the
conﬁdence which any contract presupposes rests on a broad and solid ethical base in
all market parties. It depends upon a satisfactory average degree of personal integrity
and, at the margin, upon a system of law which counteracts the natural tendency to
slip back into less-than-average integrity. ... it cannot be denied that market places
the constant competitive struggle for self-assertion and self-advancement in the
center of the stage. Nor can it be denied that such all-pervasive competition has a
disturbing tendency to lead to consequences to which we cannot remain indifferent,
especially from the moral point of view.... ... we should aim at compensating the
socially disintegrating effects of competition by the integrating forces outside the
market and outside competition” (p. 125). “.....We know well enough that it would
be foolish to regard the market, competition, and the play of supply and demand
as institutions of which we can always expect the best in all circumstances.... The
highest interests of the community and the indispensable things of life have no
exchange value and are neglected if supply and demand are allowed to dominate
the ﬁeld” (p. 127). As a supporter of the free market economy, Röpke is a severe
critic of socialism, communism, and all forms of ‘centrism’ and he believes that “the
decentrist must in all circumstances be a convinced universalist; he must keep his
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eye on a larger community which is all the more genuine for being structured and
articulated. His center is God, and this is why he refuses to accept human centers
instead, that is, precisely that which consistent centrism, in the form of collectivism,
intends to present him with” (p. 137). “.....The right spirit is one which enables us to
combine an overall view with a sense of the particular. On the one hand, we should
cultivate a universal approach to all intellectual, political, and economic regionalism
and nationalism; on the other hand, we should prize variety and independence at all
levels and in all spheres, on the basis of common patrimony of mankind, which is
beyond all levels and spheres” (p. 233). On economics, Röpke expresses the view that
“economics is no natural science; it is a moral science and as such has to do with man
as a spiritual and moral being” (p. 234).
Röpke is quoted extensively here to illustrate how some of the concerns of Islamic
economics is echoed in the writings of the earlier traditional economists. It also
underlines the appeal made by Professor Salim Rashid and Professor Ali Khan for
broadening the view of Islamic economics at this stage of its progress. See also
"Against Mechanism: Protecting Economics from Science” by Philip Mirowski,
published by Rowan & Littleﬁeld; Totowa, New Jersey, 1988. In an essay by Peter
Singer “Rights and the Market” in Justice and Economic Distribution, edited by
John Arthur and William Shaw, Pentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1990,
(pp. 198-211), the author argues that what maybe rational for an individual in the
market from an economic point of view can be irrational from a collective point of
view because markets can restrict the options available to individuals and even violate
their rights. Also useful are the papers, in the same collection of essays, by David
Schweickett, “Capitalism, Contribution, and Sacriﬁce,” (pp. 168-181) and “Efﬁciency
Arguments For and Against the Market” by Allen Buchanan, (pp. 184-197) in the
same book.
On economics’ conception of man and the conﬂict between various dimension of this
conception see Serge-Christopher Kolm “Altruism and efﬁciency” in Ethics Vol. 94,
October 1983 (pp. 18-65). In this paper, Kolm discusses fallacies of Mandeville, Smith,
Pareto, and Rousseau. He concludes this interesting paper by saying that “civilized
society will not blossom unless the twenty-ﬁrst century learns to abandon the fallacies
of the eighteen. They have played out their ideological role: the individualization
of society; the establishment of the individual as the foundation of legitimacy, both
economic (private property and free trade) and political (democracy); and ultimately,
of certain individual and collective liberties. Logically, the next stage is the liberation
of the reciprocal altruistic extension of individuals which is necessary for the complete
realization of their liberty” (p. 62).
On rationality and self interest: an assertion of Mancur Olson in his The Logic of
Collective Action: Public Goods and the Theory of Groups, Harvard University Press,
1965, which came to be known as the ‘zero contribution thesis’ was that: “Unless
the number of individuals in a group is quite small, or unless there is coercion or
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some other special device to make the individuals act in their common interest,
rational , self-interested individuals will not act to achieve their common or group
interests.” (p. 2). This suggests that the self-interested rational individual would,
among other things, “not contribute to the production of a public good.” (p. 137).
See Elinor Ostrom, “Collective action and the evolution of social norms,” Journal
of economic perspectives, Vol. 14, No. 3, Summer 2000 (pp. 137-158), who provides
contrary evidence and suggests that “recent developments in evolutionary theory—
including the study of cultural evolution—have begun to provide genetic and adaptive
underpinnings for the propensity to cooperate based on the development and growth of
social norms” (p.154). By social norms, the author means norms, such as “reciprocity,
trust, and fairness.”
13

For an example of differing views on this issue, see the discussions of the Round
Table. On various deﬁnitions of Islamic economics, see Dr. Chapra’s book The Future
of Economics, footnote 14 (p. 141) for seven different deﬁnitions. His own deﬁnition
is given on page 125.
14

See Primitive, Archaic, and Modern Economics: Essays of Karl Polanyi, edited
by George Dalton, 1971. There are some valuable and useful essays in this volume
including “The Economy as an Instituted Process” (pp. 139-174), in which Polanyi
suggests that the “substantive meaning of economic derives from man’ s dependence
for his living upon nature and his fellows. It refers to the interchange with his natural
and social environment, insofar as this results in supplying him with the means of
material want-satisfaction.” The formal meaning of economics, he suggests, “derives
from the logical character of the means-ends relationship, as apparent in such words
as ‘economical’ or ‘economizing’. It refers to a deﬁnite situation of choice, namely,
that between the different uses of means induced by an insufﬁciency of those means. If
we call the rules governing choice of means the logic of rational action, then we may
denote this variant of logic, with an improvised term, as formal economics... the two
root meaning of economics, the substantive and the formal, have nothing in common.
The latter derives from logic, the former from fact. The formal meaning implies a
set of rules referring to choice between the alternative uses of insufﬁcient means.
The substantive meaning implies neither choice nor insufﬁciency of means; man’s
livelihood may or may not involve the necessity of choice and if choice there be, it
need not be induced by the limiting effect of a ‘scarcity’ of the means ...” (p. 140).
15

Aside from the fact that the development of economics is culture-bound, the
discipline itself has developed its own culture see Economics: The Culture of a
Controversial Science¸ by Melvin W. Reder, The University of Chicago Press,
1999. Especially useful is the discussion of the development of the paradigm that
dominates economics: the resource allocation paradigm, and the role of the rationality
assumption, in Chapter 3 of the book. See also “Controversy: Is Economics a Moral
Science” by Ricardo F. Crespo, in Journal of Markets and Morality, Vol. 1, No. 2,
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Oct. 1998 (pp. 201-211), in which the author argues that economics is not a value-free
science but a moral science in that it is a ‘practical science’ in the Aristotelian sense.
See also Stefano Zamagni, “Economics and Philosophy: A Plea for An Extension of
Economic Discourse.” International Economic Relations Seminar Series: Occasional
Paper No. 1 (The Johns Hopkins University Center, Bologna, 1996). Jon D. Wisman
argues the point that through a process of legitimation, “economics helps in the
formation of society’s beliefs since it not only informs as to what is but as to what
ought to be as well.” See his paper “Legitimation, Ideology-Critique, and Economics”
in Social Research, 46, summer 1979 (pp. 291-320). He also suggests that “positive
economics preserved economic thought’s abdication of responsibility for addressing
the practical problem of providing enlightenment as to the good and just economic
order” (p. 315-316). William K. Tabb, in Reconstructing Political Economy: The
Great Divide in Economic Thought, published by Routledge, London, 1999, attempts
to reinterpret the thoughts of economists over the last two centuries in light of major
changes that have occurred. This book is a good coverage of history and methodology
of economics. Tabb suggests “there are now attempts to restore the holistic quality of
economics or political economy as a social science” (p. 3). Also, he echoes Professor
Ali Khan that economics had its origin in moral philosophy, but it has little to offer in
terms of “guidance to those for whom decency, generosity of spirit, and an inclusive
sense of community are valued.” On the ongoing process of broadening economics,
see Charles F. Manski, “Economic analysis of social interactions” in the Journal of
Economic Perspective, Vol. 14, No. 3, Summer 2000 (pp. 115-136), in which two
views of economics are offered, the “narrower view has been that economics is
primarily the study of markets, a circumscribed class of institutions in which persons
interact through an anonymous process of price formation. The broader view has
been that economics is deﬁned fundamentally by its concern with the allocation of
resources and by its emphasis on the idea that people respond to incentives. In this
view, economists may properly study how incentives shape all social interactions
that affect the allocation of resources ... throughout much of the twentieth century,
mainstream economics traded breadth for rigor .... the narrowing of economics ended
by the 1970s. Since then the new phase has been underway, in which the discipline
seeks to broaden its scope while maintaining the rigor that has become emblematic
of economic analysis” (p.115). He then proceeds to show the major developments
in this ‘broadening’ process. See also Professor Kazem Sadr: “Understanding the
Organic and Interactive Relationships between Economics and Islamic Economic
School,” Discourse, Vol. 4, Nos. 3-4, winter–spring 2003 (pp. 67–110) who, along the
line of Shaheed Al-Sadr, distinguishes between the ‘science’ and ‘school’ of Islamic
economics. He sees no contradiction between the science of economics and ‘school’
of Islamic economics. Rather, he posits a mutually beneﬁcial and complementary
relationship between the two. Professor Sadr’s view comes close to considering
economics as a ‘method’ rather than a doctrine, ‘an apparatus of the mind, a technique
of thinking which helps its possessor to draw correct conclusion’ which is the view of
Keynes in the introduction to the Cambridge Economics Handbook 1941.
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(1399H)

16 Over

two decades ago, Dr. Hasanuz Zaman pointed to the problem of deﬁning Islamic
economics within traditional ‘means-ends’ framework and provided an alternative
deﬁnition (see, S.M. Hasanuz Zaman “Deﬁnition of Islamic Economics,” Journal of
Research in Islamic Economics, Vol. 1, No. 2, winter 1984 (pp. 55-60)). In this paper, the
author refers to the Quran 41:10 and suggests that Allah (s.w.t.) “has created sufﬁcient
resources for His creatures. Therefore, scarcity may be either due to lack of proper
utilization of natural endowments or an imbalanced distribution” (p. 55). This paper also
draws main features of the difference between Islamic and traditional economics. Shaheed
Al-Sadr in his classic book É``fOÉ``°ü``à` bG, published by ähô`` ` `«` `H äÉ``YƒÑ£ª∏d ±QÉ`` ` ©` ŸG QGO
(1399H) maintains the view that resources are not scarce, but see Professor K. Sadr
‘sustainable development’ Nam-e Moﬁd No. 17, 1999, (pp. 9-28), in which he suggests
(p. 11) that Shaheed Al-Sadr in " ÉfOÉ°üàbG " holds the view that the scarcity assumption
does not apply in the Islamic world view because Allah (s.w.t.) has provided enough
resources to meet the needs of human society. Professor Sadr, however, interprets this
position as referring to ‘the long run’ and that Shaheed did not mean that at micro
level individuals are not faced with the scarcity problem. In this article, Professor
Sadr presents an economic understanding of Islamic conditions for sustainable
development. For a good coverage, as well as a restatement of Shaheed Al-Sadr’s
philosophical ideas see:

--Qó°üdG ôbÉH óª ó«°ùdG ó«¡°ûdG ΩÉeEÓd ájôµØdG á°SQóŸG ‘ äÉ°SGQO : Qó°üdG áØ°ù∏a : …hÓdGóÑY óª QƒàcódG
.Ω 2001 – √ 1433 ¿ÉæÑd – ähÒH : äÉYƒÑ£ª∏d ±QÉ©ŸG á°ù°SDƒe – √GôK ÜÉW
See M.B. As Sadr, Our Philosophy, translated by Sham S. C. Inati, Muhammadi Trust,
London, 1987. Dr. Taj El-Din deﬁnes "»eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G º∏Y" in his paper "OÉ°üàb’G ƒg Ée
»eÓ°SE’G" (Review of Islamic Economics, Vol. 3, No. 2, (1994))
"ájOÉ°üàb’G ¬à∏µ°ûe á¡LGƒe ‘ áæ°ùdGh ÜÉàµdÉH …ó¡à°ùj ájOÉ°üàb’G á°SÉ«°ùdG »b ΩÉ¶f and divides Islamic
economic policies as:

Ëô–h , ¥ó°üàdG ≈∏Y å◊G πãe) ¿ÉµŸÉH hCG ¿ÉeõdÉH Ò¨àJ ’ áàHÉK äÉ¡«LƒJ É¡°†©H á«eÓ°SE’G ájOÉ°üàb’G äÉ°SÉ«°ùdGh"
»≤∏J øY »¡ædG πãe) IójóL ±hôX ‘ ¢ùÑ∏à∏d á∏HÉb ájOÉ°üàbG ±hô¶H §ÑJQG ôNB’G É¡°†©Hh (IÉcõdG ¢Vôah , ÉHôdG
øY »¡ædG πãe) º∏°Sh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U »ÑædG ó¡Y ≈∏Y Ú©e »àbh çOÉëH §ÑJQG É¡°†©Hh (OÉÑ∏d ô°VÉ◊G ™«H øYh ¿ÉÑcôdG
Ö«∏¨J ≈∏Y Ωƒ≤Jh …ƒÑædG ô°ü©dG ‘ á«©bGh äÓµ°ûe â¡LGh É¡fCG ÉfóLƒd ÉgÉfôHóJ ƒdh (çÓK ó©H »MÉ°VC’G Ωƒ◊ πcCG
. "¿É°ùfE’G ™ÑW ‘ í°ûdG á«°Vôa
On the notion of scarcity, see Dr. Taj El-Din: "»eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G ƒg Ée" (p. 100)

á∏µ°ûe â°ù«d äÉÑZôdG ºé◊ áÑ°ùædÉH OQGƒŸG IQóf ¿CG Ú«eÓ°SE’G ÚjOÉ°üàb’G ¢†©H ∫ƒb ∫ƒÑb øµÁ ’ ™Ñ£dÉHh"
"»eÓ°SE’G Qƒ¶æŸG øe ájOÉ°üàb’G á∏µ°ûŸG" »g É¡fCÉH ôNB’G ∫ƒ≤dG ∫ƒÑb øµÁ ’ Éªc . »eÓ°SE’G Qƒ¶æŸG øe ájOÉ°üàbG
õcÎJ âfÉc "ájOÉ°üàb’G á∏µ°ûŸG" ∫ƒM Ú«eÓ°SE’G ÚjOÉ°üàb’G ÚH äCÉ°ûf »àdG äÉaÓÿG ÌcCG ¿CG ôcòdÉH ôjó÷Gh .
á∏µ°ûŸG ójó– ≈∏Y πª©dG ƒg Éfôjó≤J ‘ ádCÉ°ùŸG √ò¡d Ö°SÉæŸG πNóŸG øµdh , "OQGƒŸG IQóf" á∏µ°ûe øe ∞bƒŸG ∫ƒM
πNóŸG Gòg ÜÉ«Z ¿EG .... ájQÉ÷G äÉ«HOC’G ¬à∏ØZCG Ée Gògh , »eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G º∏Y É¡H π©Øæj »àdG á∏jóÑdG ájQƒëŸG
√òg ¿C’ (ÉHôdG Ëô– πãe) á«eÓ°SE’G ájOÉ°üàb’G á°SÉ«°ùdG âHGƒK º¡a øY Iô°UÉ©ŸG ájOÉ°üàb’G á«∏≤©dG õéY ô°ùØj
ødh . É¡JÉ©jôØJh á«©°VƒdG ájOÉ°üàb’G á°SÉ«°ùdG âHGƒãd ≈MôdG Ö£b πã“ »àdG "ájOÉ°üàb’G á∏µ°ûŸG" âHô°ûJ á«∏≤©dG
»gh »eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G º∏Y É¡H π©Øæj »àdG ájQƒëŸG á∏µ°ûe ¤EG áæ°ùdGh ÜÉàµdG øe AGóàg’G πÑb åëÑdG ‘ Gó«©H Ögòf
. "ô≤ØdG ∫P ¤EG ¿É°ùfE’G áeGôc ¢†jô©Jh IhÌdG õ«côJ ƒëf …OÉ°üàb’G ¢ùaÉæàdG Iƒb ´hõf : Éfôjó≤J ‘
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For an excellent paper that in a short space of thirty pages covers methodological
issues of major signiﬁcance, see Jon D. Wisman “Towards a Humanist Reconstruction
of Economic Science.” Journal of Economic Issues, Vol. XIII, No. 1, March 1979
(pp. 19-48), (notes and references are also valuable contributions in themselves).
He suggests that “economics’ pretense to ethical neutrality is a delusion” (p. 33),
along the same line see his paper “Legitimation, Ideology-Critique and Economics”
in Social Research, (pp. 291-320), in which he addresses the question “whether
economic theory’s particular mode of legitimation serves to further the unfolding of
human potential or, conversely, acts to wart liberation and thereby enslave humans.”
He concludes, echoing Polanyi, that ‘the economic problem can be viewed as both
material and social. To the extent that the material problem of overcoming privation and
scarcity entails the control and manipulation of material reality, positivist or objectivist
methodology-guided by a technical interest and utilizing means-ends rationality is a
great utility. However, ultimately the economic problem must be viewed as social or
political. As such economic science must be guided by practical interest in achieving
understanding as to the ethical norms consonant with a good and just economic order.
A liberating economic science cannot eschew values” (pp. 319-320).
17 See

Elias L. Khalil “On the Scope of Economics: What is the Question?” Finnish
Economic Papers, Vol. 8, No. 1, Spring 1995 (pp. 40–55), for a useful discussion
of ‘means-end’ deﬁnition of economics. In a curious and cryptic footnote 2 (p.
42), he says: “Ironically, the etymology of the English word ‘economics’ in Greek:
‘oikonomikos’ (literally: house management) does not concur with Robbin’s meaning
of the word. Incidentally, the Arabic word for economics, ‘iktisad’ squarely ﬁts
Robbins’s sense.” It is difﬁcult to see how an etymology of iqtisad (OÉ°üàbG) could
possibly square with the deﬁnition of economics by Robbins. The derivatives of this
term from the root ‘qasada’ (ó°üb) appears in the Quran, and in its own form OÉ°üàbG
appears in the earliest sources, including in the Ahadeeth of the Messenger
º∏°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U and refers to a much deeper and more complex constellation of
behavioral rules and norms. It is so desirable, as a mode of behavior, that it is made a
subject of prayer and supplication (see note 1 above).
18

Kenneth J. Arrow, “Economic Theory and the Hypothesis of Rationality,” The
World of Economics (p. 198). J.C. Harasanyi “Morality and the Theory of Rational
Behavior,” Social Research 44 (pp. 623-656). On rationality, see the collection of
essays in Rationality in Economics: Alternative Perspectives, edited by Kenneth
Dennis; Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1998. On the criticism of neoclassical
assumptions from the perspective of methodology of subjectivism, see Subjectivism,
Intelligibility and Economic Understanding, New York University Press. It is a
collection of 24 essays in honor of Ludwig M. Lachman, nearly all which constitute
criticism of the assumptions of neoclassical economics, including rationality, perfect
information and perfect foresight, and the competitive equilibrium. The volume
includes ideas useful to development of Islamic economics, including a paper by
Don Lavoie on Hermeneutics, and another by Willie Meyer on “Beyond Choice.”
The list of references of the papers in this volume are also useful.
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Further on rationality, see H. Margolis, Selﬁshness, Altruism, and Rationality,
Cambridge University Press, 1982. M.S. McPherson “Limits on Self-Seeking: The
Role of Morality in Economic Life” in Neoclassical Political Economy, edited by
D.C. Colander; Ballinger, Cambridge University, Mass. 1984. also, A. Sen “Rational
Fools: A Critique of the Behavioral Foundation of Economic Theory,” Philosophy and
Public Affairs, Vol. 6, No. 4, Summer 1977 (pp. 317-344). Also Scott Moss Markets
and of Macroeconomics, Blackwell, New York, 1983 in which he suggests “..... an
individual is rational if he formulates well-deﬁned objectives and refrains from acts
that he believes will frustrate the attainment of those objectives” (p. 2), based on this
he suggests that this assumption is enough to develop an efﬁcient-market hypothesis.
On economic man, see “Some Conceptions and Misconceptions Concerning
Economic Man” by Stephen Lofthouse and John Vint in Revista Internationale
di Scienze Economiche e Commerciali: International Review of Economics and
Business, Vol. XXV, No. 7, July 1978, in which the authors review the position of
early economists and conclude that the “extreme view of economic man presented in
our ﬁrst section cannot be said to be typical of all economists for all time periods. More
speciﬁcally, it would seem to represent the view of very few economists..... There
are two problems: ﬁrst, the essentially non-empirical nature of economic man, and
second, the problem of operating with a partial view of man.” (p. 610). See also Joan
Robinson Economics Philosophy, published by Doubleday, 1964. For a thoughtful
discourses on epistemology of economics and the role of reason in economics see
Philosophy of Economics: On the Scope of Reason in Economic Inquiry by Subroto
Roy, published by Routledge, London 1991. Professor Roy begins his investigations
from Hume and traces the epistemological dimensions of economic thought from
‘objectivity’ to ‘means-end’ deﬁnition of economics to present day economic thought.
Particularly important is his explanation of how “post-scholastic moral skepticism in
Europe eventually transformed the ‘theory of value’ into ‘the neoclassical’ notion of
the concept of value as fully and exactly synonymous with the concept of scarcity or
market value ...” (p. 40), see also (p. 37) “... the theological culture of medieval Europe
would come to be deeply inﬂuenced by the rediscovered works of Plato and Aristotle,
with a synthesis of medieval Christianity was sought to be made.” Scholarship has
shown that Plato and Aristotle arrived in Europe to inﬂuence medieval Christianity
only through Muslim mediation which had already placed the thinking of the Greeks
within a theistic framework to make reason compatible with revelation. See also,
Homa Katouzian, Ideology and Method in Economics, Macmillan Press, London
1980.
Joan Robinson in her paper “What are the Questions?” in Journal of Economic
Literature, Vol. 15, No. 4, December 1977 (pp. 1318-1339) raises a number of questions
for which economics has no answers, including ‘the greatest of all economic questions,
but one that in fact is never asked: what is growth for?’ (p. 1337). It is important for
Islamic economics to address this and other fundamental questions for which there
are clear Islamic answers. As Robinson also suggests “... the neoclassicists conceived
the subject of production to be provision for consumption. But consumption by
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whom, of what?” (p. 1337). In this context, a recent multidisciplinary study asks “Are
We Consuming Too Much?” by Kenneth Arrow, et. al., in the Journal of Economic
Perspective, Vol. 18, No. 3, summer 2004 (pp. 147-172) and reports on interesting
results and insights. See M.B. As Sadr Our Philosophy, translated by Sham S. C. Inati,
Muhammadi Trust, London, 1987. See also Joseph E. Stiglitz Whither Socialism? The
MIT Press, 1996, on the shortcomings of the neoclassical economics, particularly the
Fundamental Theorems of welfare economics and on the fact that these theorems were
shared by socialism, which Stiglitz believes was a major reason for its downfall.
On welfare economics see Allan M. Fieldman Welfare Economics in the World of
Economics (pp. 713-714). On the Islamic views on ontology and epistemology, see
various papers on History of Islamic Philosophy, edited by Seyyed Hossein Nasr
and Oliver Leaman, published by Routledge, London, 1996, reprinted in 1997 and
1999. See also John E. Harasanyi “Value Judgments” in the World of Economics
(pp. 702-705). As Harasanyi says: “Arrow’s social choice and individual values
showed how to express alternative value judgments in the form of precisely stated
formal axioms, how to investigate their logical implications in a rigorous manner, and
how to examine their mutual consistency or inconsistency” (p. 704).
19

On the New Institutional Economics, see the collection of papers edited by
Richard Langlois, Economics as a Process: Essays in the New Institutional
Economics, The University of Chicago Press, 1986. On institutions see Douglass C.
North’s Nobel Lecture published in The American Economic Review as “Economic
Performance Through Time,” Vol. 84, June 1994 (p. 359-368). Also see “Institutions
and Governance of Economic Reform” by Oliver E. Williamson in Proceedings of
the World Bank Annual Conference on Development Economics, 1994 (pp. 171-197);
and “Comment” by Robert D. Putnam as well as the paper by Jon Elser “The Impact
of Constitutions on Economic Performance” (pp. 209-226), as well as “Comment” by
Adam Przeworski in the same Proceedings.
A recent paper by Hall and Jones “Why Do Some Countries Produce So Much More
Output Per Worker Than Others?” in Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 114,
No. 1, February 1999, (pp. 83-116) reports that countries with a better institutional
environment have a much higher level of productivity. The paper explains that there
is enough exogenous variation in structural policies and institutions to identify a
causal link from institutional quality to productivity. What are the features of good
institutions? The answer depends on the perceptions about the protection of property
rights, absence of corruption in the public sector, and respect for the rule of law. These
perceptions reﬂect institutions themselves as well as structural policies, including an
independent and effective judiciary, quality of bureaucracy, constitutional features that
guarantee basic political and civic rights, checks and balances on the executive. In this
regard, an important paper is “Unbundling Institutions” by Acemoglu and Johnson,
NBER Working Paper No. 9934, 2003, which shows that two sets of institutions,
property rights institutions and contractual institutions, are crucial. The former are
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deﬁned as technologies for avoiding expropriation of property and the latter as
technologies for enforcing contracts. See Economic Behavior and Institutions by
Thranin Eggertsson, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1990. The author
utilizes the New Institutional Economics (NIE) to explain the workings of the economy
and how institutions, speciﬁcally property rights and rules that deal with transaction
costs, organize collective behavior. In recent interesting paper, B.F. Jones and B.A.
Olken (“Do Leaders Matter?” NBER, July 2004) suggest that leaders can play a crucial
role in economic growth through their inﬂuence on economic institutions.
On bounded rationality, see Herbert A. Simon Models of Bounded Rationality, the
MIT Press, 1982. See ‘Rationality’ (pp. 405-407); “Themes of Bounded Rationality,”
(pp. 408-423); “From Substantive To Procedural Rationality” (pp. 424-443);
“Rationality As Process and as Product of Thought” (pp. 444-459). Also see Debra
Staz and John Ferejohn “Rational Choice and Social Theory.” Journal of Philosophy,
Vol. 91 (pp. 71-87). Simon proposed his concept of ‘bounded rationality’ in 1957
along with his idea that because information is costly and not available, rather than
optimizing, ﬁrms ‘satisﬁce’ that is they do not go beyond a level of satisfaction. In
Competition and Cooperation: James E. Alt, Margaret Levi, and Elinor Ostrom,
published by Russell Sage Foundation, New York, difﬁculties with various assumption
of neo-classical economies are discussed. On cognitive science, see also this volume.
This is a useful book that discusses the ideas of Noble prize winners: Gary Becker,
Kenneth Arrow, Herbert Simon, James Buchanan, Douglass North, Richard Selten;
a series of papers summarizing the impact of each of these scholars on economic and
political science. The responses of the Noble Prize winners are also insightful.
On behavioral and experimental economics see Colin Camerer “The Behavioral
Challenge to Economics: Understanding Normal People,” paper presented at a
conference on “How Humans Behave,” June 8 – 10, 2003, Federal Reserve of
Boston. On behavioral economics, see the NBER Working paper 7948 “Behavioral
economics” by Sendhil Mullainathan and Richard H. Thaler, National Bureau of
Economic Research, October 2000, for an overview of the subject. See also Advances
in Behavioral Economics, edited by Colin Camerer, et. al., Princeton University
Press, 2004. For an excellent book incorporating a number of recent developments
in behavioral economics, see Microeconomics: Behavior, Institutions, and Evolution
by Samuel Bowles, Princeton University Press, 2003. On game theory see Roger B.
Myerson “Nash Equilibrium and the History of Economic Theory,” Journal of
Economic Literature, Vol. 37, No. 3, September 1999 (pp. 1067-1982), in which the
author suggests that “by accepting non-cooperative game theory as a core analytic
methodology alongside price theory, economic analysis has returned to the breadth of
vision that characterized the ancient Greek social philosophers who gave economics
its name” (p. 1081).
On evolutionary thinking in economics, see Richard R. Nelson and Sidney G. Winter,
“Evolutionary Theorizing in Economics,” Journal of Economic Perspectives, Vol. 16,
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No. 2, Spring 2002 (pp. 23-46). On contract theory, see L. Werin and H. Wijkander,
editors: Contract Economics, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1992. See also “Financial Risk
and the Burdens of Contracts” by Herman B. Leonard and Richard J. Zeckhauser in
American economic review, May 1985 (pp. 375-380). On the importance of contract
and governance in Islam, see “The Muslim Ruler and Contractual Obligations” by
Anderson and Coulson, New York University, Law Review, Vol. 33, No. 7, Nov.
1958. Given the importance of contracts as a crucial institution in Islamic thought,
analysis of their formation is critical to the understanding of their role as is the
analysis of the Islamic behavioral assumptions prior to their formation. Contrasting
this understanding with that from the rational choice theory that assumes preferences
are given exogenously, and that parties to a contract maximize their expected utility,
could provide valuable insights. It is worth noting that the literature on law and
economics operationalizes the maximization of expected utilities by assuming that,
while negotiating and forming contracts, parties will act to maximize their expected
wealth. Behavioral and experimental economics attempts to modify the exogenity
assumption by considering the possibility of endogenous formation of preferences.
See, for example, Pussell Korobkin “Behavioral Economics, Contract Formation,
and Contract Law” in Behavioral Law and Economics, edited by Cass R. Sunstein;
Cambridge University Press 2000 (pp. 116–143). In Islam, while ‘justice’ is the
criterion of relationships between Allah and man, between man and man, between
man and nature, contracts are the means of establishing these relationships. See Tariq
Ramadan Western Muslims and the Future of Islam, Oxford University Press, 2004
(especially pp. 89-94; pp. 151-153; and pp. 179-199). On the institution of contracts
in Islam from a legal point of view see P. Nicholas Kourides “The Inﬂuence of Islamic
Law on Contemporary Middle Eastern Legal System: the Foundation and Binding
Force of Contracts” in Columbia Journal of Transnational Law, Vol. 9, No. 2, 1970,
(pp. 384-435).
20

On trust, see P. Dasgupta; “Trust as a Commodity;” Economic Theory Discussion
Paper (No. 101), University of Cambridge, April 1986. See also Professor Ali Khan’ s
paper “On Trust as a Commodity and on the Grammar of Trust,” in Journal of Banking
and Finance, 26, 2002 (pp. 1719-1766). On trustworthiness see “Evolutionary Norm
Enforcement” by Werner Güth and Axel Ockenfels, Journal of institutional and
theoretical economics, Vol. 156, 2000 (pp. 335-347). On commitments, promising and
trust see Michael H. Robins, Promising, Intending, and Moral Autonomy, Cambridge
University Press, 1984. On reciprocity, see “Fairness and Retaliation: The Economics
of Reciprocity” by Ernst Fehr and Simon Gächter in the Journal of Economic
Perspective, Vol. 14, No. 3, summer 2000, (pp. 159-181), in which they argue that
“... a sizable portion of economic actors act on considerations of reciprocity.” Also
provide evidence that “strongly suggests that reciprocity substantially contributes to
the enforcement of contracts” (p. 170).
See Hoffman, McCabe and Smith, “Behavioral Foundation of Reciprocity: Experimental
Economics and Evolutionary Psychology” in Economic Inquiry, Vol. 36, July 1998
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(pp. 335-352) which, based on evidence from Game theory, experimental economics
and evolutionary psychology, develops a reciprocity framework of cooperation. On
reciprocity and the market economy, see Karl Polanyi’s anthropological and historical
views in Primitive, Archaic, and Modern Economies, edited by George Dalton, Beacon
Paperbacks, 1971, particularly his essays on “Societies and Economic Systems”
(pp. 3-26) and “The Self-Regulating Market and the Fictitious Commodities: Labor,
Land, and Money” (pp. 26-37).
Incentive compatibility concept has been useful in Islamic banking and ﬁnance, for
a recent example; see “Incentive-Compatible Proﬁt-Sharing Contract: A Theoretical
Treatment” in Islamic Banking and Finance, edited by Munawar Iqbal and David T.
Llewellyn, published by Edward Elgar, UK, 2002.
On property rights, see the collection of paper on Economic Foundation of Property
Law, edited by Bruce A. Ackerman, published by Little, Brown and Company, Boston,
1975. See also Louis De Alessi “Property Rights, Transaction Costs, and X-Efﬁciency:
An Essay in Economic Theory,” American Economic Review, Vol. 73, March 1983
(pp. 64-81), and also Harvey Leibenstein, “Property Rights and X-Efﬁciency:
Comment,” American Economic Review, Vol. 73, Sept. 1983 (pp. 831-845). For
importance of property rights, see “Establishing property rights” by Andrei Shleifer
in Proceedings of the World Bank Annual Conference on Development Economics,
1994, published by the World Bank in 1995, which discusses establishing property
rights in East European transition economies but is relevant to Muslim societies with
poorly deﬁned property rights.
21 See Abbas Mirakhor “Muslim Contribution to Economics” ﬁrst presented at the
Midwest Economic Association Meeting, April 7-9, 1983, and reprinted in Essays
on Iqtisad by Al-Hassani and Mirakhor, Global Scholarly Publication, New York,
N.Y. The list of references to this paper provides sources of information on Muslim
scholars’ contributions to Medieval thought.
22 See Odd Langholm; Price and Value in the Aristotelian Tradition who also says:
“it is easy now to forget that those who laid the foundation of modern economics in
the eighteen century were as familiar with the accumulated knowledge of scholastic
analysis as the average twentieth century economist is ignorant of it. Vital elements
of new theories, on which these authors did not elaborate because they took them
for granted, were inheritances from the medieval schools” (p. 11), in Odd Langholm
Price and Value in the Aristotelian Tradition, published by the Norwegian Research
Council for Science and The Humanities, 1979, distributed by Columbia University
Press, a most valuable book on the beginning stage in the process of tracing inﬂuence
of Muslim scholars on economics. Langholm asserts that “if a certain general moral
code is to ﬁnd expression in consistent rules of conduct in a speciﬁc area, for instance
in terms of economic variables, the working of the economic system on which
these variables operate must be to some extent understood. The ethical motive then
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reverts to the immediate intellectual need of all positive analysis ...” (p. 27); also see
G.F. Hourani, “Two Theories of Value in Medieval Islam,” The Muslim World, XLIX,
1959 (pp. 269-278).
23 John Hicks “Rational Behavior--Observation or Assumption?” in Subjectivism,
Intelligibility and Economic Understanding; edited by Israel M. Kirzner; New York
University Press, New York, 1986.
24

On Liber Abaci, see C. Singer, “East and West in Retrospect” in A History of
Technology; edited by Singer, et. al, Oxford 1956. See also G.E.M. de Ste Croix,
“Greek and Roman Accounting” in Studies in the History of Accounting; edited by
A.C. Littleton and B.S. Yamey, 1956.

25 See

H. Bernardelli, “The Origins of Modern Economic Theory,” Economic record,
Vol. 37, 1961 (pp. 320-338).

26

For examples of efforts at reinterpreting Adam Smith, see David Lieberman;
“Adam Smith on Justice, Rights, and Law;” Boalt Working Papers in Public Law,
University of California, Berkeley (paper No. 67), 1999. Also, see Elias L. Khalil,
“Is Justice the Primary Feature of the State? Adam Smith Critique of Social Contract
Theory,” European Journal of Law and Economics, Vo. 6, No. 3, November 1988
(pp. 215-230). Also see his paper “Beyond Self-Interest and Altruism” in Economic
and Philosophy, Vol. 6, No. 1, April 1990 (pp. 255-273), on Adam Smith’s views on
the human nature.
27 On rules of market behavior in Islam see Dr. Mabid Ali Al-Jarhi, “A Short Discourse

on Markets in an Islamic Economic System” draft paper presented to the Roundtable
on Islamic Economics, May 26-27, 2004. One of the earliest notes on the rules of
market was written by

. √ 1400 ôgRC’G á©eÉL – IQÉéàdG á«∏c , "á«eÓ°SE’G á©jô°ûdG Aƒ°V ‘ ¥Gƒ°SC’G ≈∏Y áHÉbôdG" : áJÉë°T Ú°ùM Ú°ùM

in which the author draws hermeneutical meaning from the rules. See also Professor
Muhammad Lawal Ahmad Bashar, “Price Control in an Islamic Economy,” Journal
of King Abdul Aziz University: Islamic Economics, Vol. 9, 1997 (pp 29–52).

»eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G çƒëH á∏› : "ÚjOÉ°üàb’ áeó≤e , »eÓ°SE’G ¬≤ØdG ‘ ä’OÉÑŸG óYGƒb" : ÉbQõdG ¢ùfCG óª .O
»eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G çÉëHCG á∏› , 70 – 35 ¢U (1991) 1 Ω 3 ´ . See also his
, »eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G çÉëHCG á∏› " á«eÓ°SE’G ™jRƒàdG º¶f " . 50 – 1 ¢U (1984) ÊÉãdG ó∏éŸG – ∫hC’G Oó©dG
28

Adam Metz describes various markets in existence in Fourth Century, AH, in
Chapter 26 of his book …ôé¡dG ™HGôdG ¿ô≤dG ‘ á«eÓ°SE’G IQÉ°†◊G translated by …OÉ¡dG óÑY óª
√ójQƒHCG, published in Beirut, Lebanon in 1967.
On history, see History of Monetary Systems in Various States, by Alexander Del Mar,
published by Angustus M. Kelly, New York (pp. 163-199). Also see “Trade in Classical
Arabic Literature” by Joseph DeSomogyi in The Muslim World, April 1965 (pp. 131-
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134), in which the author discusses the ideas of Ghazali, Ibn Khaldun, Al-Dimashqi
with emphasis on the latter about whom he says: “From Al-Dimashqi’s discussion,
it appears that his theory of money basically agrees with the western theory of much
later origin” (p. 133). On Dimashqi, see also A. Mirakhor “Contribution of Muslim
Scholars to Economics”. Also see S.M. Imamuddin, “Bayt Al-Mal and Banks in the
Medieval Muslim World” in Islamic culture, January 1960. This is an important paper
in its hermeneutics dimension. One of the references of some importance in this paper
is Al-Tanzimat al-Ijtimãiyah wal-Iqtisadyah ﬁl Basrah, by Ahmad Ali, published in
Baghdad in 1953, but apparently not easily available today. The author refers to ∫ÉŸG â«H
as a ‘central bank.’
29

A contribution to hermeneutic or interpretive approach to economics is Donald
McClosky, The Rhetoric of Economics, University of Wisconsin Press, 1985. By
hermeneutics in the present note it is meant drawing economic meaning from the
Islamic sources. It is worth noting its difference with the new ﬁeld of investigation
that attempts to marry rational choice and hermeneutics in the Austrian tradition
of Von Mises, Weber, Shutz, Hayek, and the subjectivist school. On this latter see
Economics and Hermeneutics, Don Lavoie, ed., Routledge, London, 1991; also
Individuals, Institutions, Interpretations: Hermeneutics Applied to Economics, edited
by David L. Prychitko and published by Avebury Publishing, Aldershot, U.K., 1995.
There are also three useful papers by: Bruce Coldwell “Does Methodology Matter?
How Should It Be Practiced?” D. Wade Hands, “Thirteen Theses on Progress in
Economic Methodology,” and Uskali Mäki “Methodology of Economics: Complaints
and Guidelines,” Finnish Economic Papers, Vol. 3, No. 1, 1990.
For economic hermeneutics of scholastic ideas on various notions of justice from a
Catholic perspective, see the brief paper of Bernard W. Dempsey, “Ability to Pay”
in Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. LX, 1946 (pp. 351-364). See also Stephen
Theodore Worland, Scholasticism and Welfare Economics, University of Notre Dame
Press, 1967, and R. de Roover “Scholastic Economics: Its Survival and Lasting
Inﬂuences.” Quarterly Journal of Economics, March 1955.
In his writings on Islamic economics, Professor Ali Khan exempliﬁes the use of
economic hermeneutics (for example, see his hermeneutics in case of various verses
in the Quran in his globalization paper to obtain “... an Islamic representation of
the life-cycle model of the individual consumer.) For more examples on economic
hermeneutics, see the imaginative paper by Professor Najah Aleem Abu El-Futuh,
“Time Preference and the Decision to Save in an Islamic Economy,” Journal of King
Abdul Aziz University: Vol. 9, 1997 (pp. 71–94). See K. Sadr “Experience of Earliest
Muslims in Achieving Economic Development” in the collection of papers presented
in the ﬁrst seminar on Islam and development; Shaheed Beheshti University, 1997
(pp. 577-602). And

,"á«°SÉ«b á°SGQO : Iô°UÉ©ŸG á«eÓ°SE’G ∫hódG ‘ ∑Ó¡à°S’G ádGOh á«eÓ°SE’G á©jô°ûdG ΩÉµMCG" : ‹ƒàe QÉà PÉà°SC’G
. ( Ω 1989 – √ 1409) 41 – 3 ¢U : 1 ó∏› , »eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G : õjõ©dG óÑY ∂∏ŸG á©eÉL á∏›
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On history of economics of early Islam, see:

, »eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G çƒëH á∏› . "…ó°TGôdGh …ƒÑædG øjó¡Y ‘ IQƒæŸG áæjóŸG ‘ á«Ñ°ùædG QÉ©°SC’G" : ∞ëb Qòæe .O
. 43 – 1 ¢U , 2 ó∏éŸG , ∫hC’G Oó©dG
For another example of economic analysis based on hermeneutic, see:

»eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G çƒëH á∏› , "¿Gõ«ŸG Ò°ùîJh …QÉéàdGh ¢û¨dG »JôgÉ¶d …OÉ°üàbG π«∏–" : á«£Y QOÉ≤dG óÑY .O
‘ áàHÉãdG ∫ƒ°UC’G) á«dÉª©à°S’G ∫GƒeC’G ácQÉ°ûe : …ô°üŸG ≥«aQ PÉà°SC’G . 26 – 1 ¢U (√1414) 3 ó∏éŸG , ∫hC’G Oó©dG
. (1985) 56 – 3 ¢U , 1 Oó©dG , 3 ó∏› , »eÓ°SE’G OÉ°üàb’G á∏› " íHôdG ‘ hCG œÉædG
Professor Al-Misri critiques the position of Shaheed Al-Sadr’s book ÉfOÉ°üàbG on the
topic of " á«dÉª©à°S’G ∫GƒeC’G ácQÉ°ûe ". See his useful list of references. An attempt at
combining economic hermeneutics of Islamic concepts and formal economics is the
paper by Professor Shamim Ahmad Siddiqui, JKAU: Islamic Economics, Vol. 8, 1996
(pp. 3-29). See also Ridha Saadallah: “Concept of Time in Islamic Economics,”
Islamic Economics Studies, Vol. 2, No. 1, December 1994 (pp. 81–102); “A Quranic
Model for a Universal Economic Theory” by Professor Mohammad E. Braima in
JKAU: Islamic Economics, Vol. 3 (p. 341, 1991); Prof. Masud Alam Choudry’s
comments on M.E. Braima in Journal of King Abdul Aziz University: Islamic
Economics, Vol. 5, 1993 (pp. 61); Professor Sayyed Kazem Sadr, Economy in Early
Days of Islam, Shaheed Beheshti University, 1995, Tehran, Iran. Based on this last
study, Professor Sadr presents economic hermeneutic analyses of “Fiscal Policy in
Early Islam” and “Money and Monetary Policy in Early Islamic Period,” published in
Essays in Iqtisad, edited by Al-Hassani and Mirakhor: Global Scholarly Publications,
New York, N.Y., 2003.
30

On studies on the self see Richard H. Thaler and H.M. Sherﬁn “An Economic
Theory of Self-Control” Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 89, No. 2, 1981 (pp. 392406) which develops a ‘two-self’ model within the neoclassical tradition. See also
the various writings of Serge Christopher Kolm on the subject, e.g., “The Buddhist
Theory of ‘No Self’ in an interesting volume The Multiple Self edited by Jon Elster,
Cambridge University Press (pp.233-263). There are other interesting papers in this
volume, including the introductory paper by Jon Elster; “The Mind as a Consuming
Organ” by Thomas Schelling; “Goethe’s Faust, Arrow’ s Possibility Theorem and the
Individual Decision-Taker” by Ian Steedman and Ulrich Krause. See also Charles
Taylor Sources of Self, Cambridge University Press, 1989. On self-interest, and
interests in general, see Albert O. Hirshman “Interests” in World of Economics
(pp. 349-360); also “Self-Interest” by D.H. Monroe (pp. 640-645), in the same
volume.
31

Note that in an Islamic view, tastes, and preferences change not only due to the
dynamism of the economy—a view held by the subjectivists—but also because " ¢ùØf"
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is always in a dynamic inner motion. As the " ¢ùØf" changes and moves within a
spectrum extending from " Ú∏aÉ°ùdG πØ°SCG " to " Ú«∏Y ≈∏YCG " ; from " IQÉeE’G ¢ùØædG " to "
áæÄª£ŸG ¢ùØædG " its tastes and preferences and its economic behavior change. See Laleh
Bakhtiar, “Traditional Islamic Psychology: Seeking Balance” in Knowledge is Light:
Essays in Honor of Seyyed Hossein Nasr; edited by Zeilan Moris; Kazi Publications;
Chicago, Illinois, 1999 (pp. 97-113). One of the most coherent, and logically consistent
treatment of the ontological and epistemological dynamic motion of " ¢ùØf " from an
Islamic point of view is presented by Mulla Sadra in his 9-volume book:

á©Ñ£dGh Ω1981 áãdÉãdG á©Ñ£dG , »Hô©dG çGÎdG IÉ«◊G QGO , äGó∏› 9 , á©HQC’G á«∏≤©dG QÉØ°SC’G ‘ á«dÉ©àŸG áªµ◊G
. ¿ÉæÑd – ähÒH , √1415 – Ω1999 á©HGôdG
One of the best biographies of Mulla Sadra is written by »µHRƒ«dG ídÉ°U óª ∫ÉªL ó«°ùdG
Ω1999 , á«eÓ°SE’G GQó°U áªµM á°ù°SDƒe : "á«dÉ©àŸG áÑ°†¨dG hCG áØ°SÓØdG áÑ°†Z"

(e-mail: mullasadra@dpir.com ; home page: www.mullasadra.org). Mulla Sadra
understands from the Quran that man has both a cosmic and an acosmic character.
The former includes all cosmic elements. Through the series of verses of Quran
indicating the creation of man

. QÉîØdÉc ∫É°ü∏°U øe , ¿ƒæ°ùe EÉªM øe ∫É°ü∏°U øe , ÜR’ ÚW øe , ÚW øe ádÓ°S øe , ÚW øe , ÜGôJ øe
Mulla Sadra says that man’s cosmic character contains all elements found in nature. Once
Allah (s.w.t.) creates man, He (s.w.t.) completes that creation by the declaration of
»MhQ øe ¬«a âîØfh – man’s acosmic character – and the process is perfected with the
provision of the knowledge and wisdom of all things – É¡∏c AÉª°SC’G ΩOBG º∏Yh -- implying
that the essences of all the phenomena of the universe are enfolded in the primordial
nature "Iô£a" of man. Therefore, man has the potential of knowing all phenomena
and confer names on them; he is able to comprehend and accept abstract concepts and
intelligible forms. But man’s existence is ambiguous because ontologically he is only
a contingent or a possible being –OƒLƒdG øµ‡— that is for man, being and non-being is
possible simultaneously; he can surpass the angelic state, highest of the high "Ú«∏Y ≈∏YCG" , or sink
to the position of the lowest of the low "Ú∏aÉ°ùdG πØ°SCG". Based on the Hadeeth of ∫ƒ°SôdG
º∏°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«∏Y ˆG π°U that " π≤©dG ˆG ≥∏N Ée ∫hCG" Mulla Sadra suggests that the ﬁrst thing
Allah (s.w.t.) created was the intellect and the last thing was man, who is the bearer
of that intellect; i.e., that is why man is considered the crowning achievement
of the creation. It is through the inner dynamic or transubstantial motion
– ájôgƒ÷G ácô◊G – that man, through the ceaseless upward journey of the ¢ùØf moves
toward the Supreme Creator (s.w.t.). The ¢ùØf is both the way and the carriage of
this journey; it is the real doer and actor of all activities at every stage of life on this
plane of existence. At every stage of its evolution toward perfection, the ¢ùØf acquires
faculties, the most important of which is the intellect. And, intellect is divided into
practical (»∏ªY) and theoretical (…ô¶f) intellect, each of which performs functions
assigned to it. The former, that is practical intellect, deals with behavior under the rules
of the á©jô°T , it cleanses the ¢ùØf from impurities, provides the ¢ùØf with knowledge, and
ﬁnally directs it toward its Creator. The theoretical intellect is capable of cognitive
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abstractions: in the ﬁrst stage it cognates abstract forms -π≤©dG - Ê’ƒ«¡dG in the second
stage it can cognate apriori truths and facts in the surrounding environment that lead
to habit formation - áµ∏ŸÉH π≤©dG - in the third stage the intellect becomes fully active in
directing the ¢ùØf beyond material concerns and preoccupations - π©ØdÉH π≤©dG - and the
ﬁnal stage is when the intellect is itself fully transformed and, in turn, it transforms the
¢ùØf to the point of cognating the nonmaterial essences. These inner dynamic motions
of π≤Y – ¢ùØf , that is the transubstantial motion ájôgƒ÷G ácô◊G corresponds to the journey
of ΩÓ°ùdG ¬«∏Y º«gGôHEG AÉ«ÑfC’G ï«°T where at the end of his inner journey, he was given access
to the inner essence of existence by Allah (s.w.t.) as reﬂected in the Verse 75, Chapter 6:
"¢VQC’Gh äGƒª°ùdG äƒµ∏e º«gGôHEG iôf ∂dòch " . In Verse 185, Chapter 7, Allah (s.w.t.) says:
" ¢VQC’Gh äGƒª°ùdG äƒµ∏e ‘ Ghô¶æj ⁄hCG " which is considered by øjô°ùØe as an invitation to all
mankind to follow the example of ΩÓ°ùdG ¬«∏Y º«gGôHEG . It is clear that, from the Islamic
ontological and epistemological viewpoint, preferences cannot be assumed constant.
It is therefore imperative that Islamic economics develops a behavioral dimension—
both theoretically and empirically—a point cogently advocated by Dr. Fahim Khan.

On the ¢ùØf and its movement, see Allama Dr. Muhammad Iqbal, The Reconstruction
of Religious Thought in Islam, Academy of Letter, Islamabad 1996, especially
Chapter IV, (pp. 76 98). On Mulla Sadra see the translation of his " ÚaQÉ©dG Ò°ùcCG " by
William C. Chittick as The Elixir of the Gnosis, Brigham Young University Press,
Provo, Utah, 2003. Also Mulla Sadra: His Life and Works by Hossein Ziai; and Mulla
Sadra: His Teachings by S.H. Nasr, (pp. 635-642) and (pp. 643-663), respectively, in
History of Islamic Philosophy, edited by Seyyed Hossein Nasr and Oliver Leaman,
Routledge, London, 1999. See also The Philosophy of Mulla Sadra by Fazlur Rahman,
published by the State University of New York Press, Albany, 1975.
32 While, thus far, Fiqh has generally been used as a source of explanation of behavioral

rules of participation in exchange and markets, it is also a fertile ground for generating
ideas that could be applied in different contexts. An example is the idea of worthiness
(á«dÉe), which has the potential for providing a basis for explaining microeconomic
behavior and market clearing. á«dÉe is deﬁned as the characteristic of ∫Ée .
Imam Khomeini in his book

"áeôëŸG Ö°SÉµŸG" says that:

Ék æjƒµJ É≤∏£e á©ØæŸG Üƒ∏°ùe ¿Éc GPEG A»°ûdG ¿EG Éªµa , É¡H ´ÉØàf’G ¿ÉµeEGh É¡d á©Øæe OƒLƒH áeƒ≤àe AÉ«°TC’G á«dÉe ¿EG ..."
k AÓ≤©dG √Èà©j ’
á∏eÉ©ŸG ‘ ¿Éc øµd á«FÓ≤Y hCG É≤∏£e á©Øæe ¬d ¿ƒµJ ’ Ée …CG ..." and (119 ¢U) .... , Ék µ∏e ’ h ’Ée
É≤∏£e ¬d á©Øæe ’ Éªa , É°VÉ≤àdGh á°Vô©∏d áÑJôeh GOƒLh á©HÉJ A»°ûdG á«dÉe ¿C’ ∂dPh .... ¬FGÎ°T’ ÖLƒe »FÓ≤Y ¢VôZ
áÑZô∏d CÉ°ûæe ∂dP QÉ°üa á«FÓ≤©dG ¢VGôZC’G øe √ÒZ hCG »°SÉ«°S ¢VôZ , ¬eGóYEGh ¬FGÎ°TG hCG ¬¶ØMh ¬FGÎ°TÉH ≥∏©J ƒd
á«MÉf øe ¬d á©Øæe Ée AGÎ°TÉH ádhO ¢VôZ ≥∏©J ƒ∏a , ¬«a á«dÉŸG çhóM É°VÉ≤àdG ∂dPh áÑZôdG ∂∏J âÑLhCG : ¬FGÎ°TG ¤EG
¬FGÎ°TG ¿CG ®É◊ ÒZ øe AÓ≤©dG …ód áª«b QÉ°U : ´ÉàŸG ∂dòd ¥ƒ°ùdG É¡JQó≤H äóLhCÉa á«°SÉ«°S ¢VGôZC’ »MGƒædG øe
k
, É≤∏£e ¬à«ehó©Ã ∂dGòc ¬fƒc øY ∫ƒªàŸG êôîjh , É°VÉ≤àdG çhóM OôéÃ ’ƒªàe
QÉ°U A»°ûdG á∏ª÷ÉHh , ¿Éc ¢VôZ …CÉH
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ºb – á«ª∏©dG á©Ñ£ŸG , "áeôëŸG Ö°SÉµŸG " .(164 ¢U) É°VÉ≤àdG hCG á°Vô©dG IÌµd á©HÉJ É°†jCG ∫ƒªàdG ÖJGôe ¿CG Éªc
. √ 1380 ¿GôjG –
He also uses the concept of "á«dÉe" when explaining the Hadeeth of º∏°Sh ¬dBGh á«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U ∫ƒ°SôdG
"º¡dGƒeCG ≈∏Y ¿ƒ£∏°ùe ¢SÉædG" and differentiating between the two concepts of " á«µ∏e " and
"á«dÉe" in the ﬁrst volume of his ﬁve-volume book " ™«ÑdG ÜÉàc " , ﬁrst published in 1396
AH. Last printing 1415 AH by ¿GôjG - ºb - »eÓ°SE’G ô°ûædG á°ù°SDƒe . See in particular Vol.
1 (pp. 331-345).

In studies of early Islamic history, among early sources deserving of attention by
economists is the document referred to as the ‘Constitution of Medina’ showing how
the Messenger º∏°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U organized a multi-religion and multi-cultural society
in Medina. For a brief paper on the subject, see “The Constitution of Medina” by R.B.
Serjeant in Islamic Quarterly, Vol. 8-9, 1964-65 (pp. 3-16).
For an early historical source for the application of Islam’s ethical rules for behavior,
see Nasirean Ethics, translated into English by G.M. Wickens, George Allen, Unwin
LTC, London. Nasir al-Din Tusi who wrote in 633/1235 is primarily concerned with
human behavior and deals with concepts of rationality, reason, justice, and equilibrium
and how all creation “is called to ascend the hierarchy of grades within the limits
of capacity. This ascent is the end of all existence, and it is by reference to man’s
potentially supreme elevation that this behavior is to be determined” (p. 11) Tusi deals
with individual’s behavior in relation to the Creator and the Creation, then at the
economic level and, ﬁnally, as a member of the community. See also Nasir al-Din Tusi
on Finance by M. Minovi and V. Minorsky in The Bulleting of the School of Oriental
and African Studies, Vol. X, 1940 (p. 755).
For a review of Muslim philosophers see: Henry Corbin, History of Islamic Philosophy,
translated from French into English by Liadain Sherrard, published by Kegan Paul
International, New York, 1993, which covers the philosophical and ethical views of
a large number of Muslim philosophers. Ibn Sina (born 370 AH / 980 AD) exerted
considerable inﬂuence in Medieval Europe through his book “¿ƒfÉ≤dG” (Qanun), his
chief medical work which was used as a text book in France until the sixteenth
century. But his main contribution to scholastic thought was in harmonizing reason
with revelation. See Avicenna: His Life and Works by Soheil M. Afnan, published by
George Allen and Unwin Ltd, 1958, particularly his Chapter 9 on “Avicenna and the
West.”
33 See

Edmond Phelps on “Distributive Justice” in the World of Economics (pp. 164167), The McMillan Press, 1991. On justice, see R. Vaitheswaran, “The Evolution of
Economic Theory of Justice from Sidgwick to Rawls and Hayak,” paper presented
at the Midwest Economic Association Meetings, April 7-9, 1983. Equality, Moral
Incentives, and the Market by Joseph M. Carens, The University of Chicago Press,
Chicago and London, 1981, discusses the conditions under which moral incentives,
combined with ‘a private-property market’ can yield an egalitarian system. See also,
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W.W. Baldwin Social Justice, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1966. The paper by Amartaya
Sen “Well-Being, Agency and Freedom, The Journal of Philosophy Vol. LXXXII,
No. 4, April 1985, pp. 169-221 contains ideas on agency freedom, well-being and its
deﬁnition problem of interpersonal comparison of utility, and the notion of welfare.
See John Arthur and William H. Shaw, ed. Justice and Economic Distribution, Prentice
Hall, Second edition, 1990. This is a collection of essays discussing economic justice
from a contractarian, libertarian, and utilitarian points of view. It is interesting to note
that in all these approaches, justice is considered as a part of morality in contrast to
Islamic thought that considers to act morally in accordance with the rules prescribed
by the Law Giver is to be just. Further on economic justice, see Samuel T. Phillips
“Some Economic Implications of John Rawl’s Theory of Justice” in Public Finance
Quarterly, Vol. 3, No. 1, January 1975. It is a useful economic hermeneutics of
Rawl’s theory and interprets Rawl’s position as falling “some where between those
of egalitarianism and meritocracy, the exact degree of egalitarnism depending on the
impact of just institutions” (p. 84).
34

It is important to compare and contrast the discussion of justice in the economic
discipline and in Islam. Whereas the former looks at various dimensions and concepts
of justice as a systemic phenomena, i.e., allocations, exchange, market, distribution
system, the latter considers them to be ﬁrst and foremost as part and parcel of
individual’s adherence to and implementation of the ‘rights’ of others. There is a
speciﬁc right for every dimension of individual’s behavior. As a member of a family,
as an employer/employee, as a member of a community, there are rights for the
individual and there are rights for all those with whom the individual interacts. One
of the earliest sources of Islam in which these rights are systematically catalogued and
deﬁned is the " ¥ƒ≤◊G ádÉ°SQ " of Imam Zain ul Abedeen who lists 47 rights (see note
1 above).
35

One of the most comprehensive collection of ideas from the sacred sources on a
wide spectrum of concepts from ontology and epistemology to economic rules that
are relevant to all dimensions of individual and collective behavior is a six volume
work:

¤EG ƒYóJh , ™ªàéŸGh OôØ∏d , IóYÉ°üdG Iô◊G IÉ«◊G ègÉæe §£îJ , á«Yƒ°Vƒe , á«∏ªY , á«eÓ°SEG , áYƒ°Sƒe : IÉ«◊G
. ¿Gô¡W – á«eÓ°SE’G áaÉ≤ãdG ô°ûf Öàµe – ¢VQC’G ¥ÉaBG ™«ªL ‘ ídÉ°U ÊÉ°ùfCG ΩÉ¶f ºYO
The book makes a most valuable contribution to Islamic economics through a
collection of economic-related ideas from the sacred sources.
Among Muslim social critics is Malek Bin Nabi whose penetrating and clear analysis
in the 1970s on the ills of Muslim societies demonstrates numerous valuable insights.
Gratitudes are due to Dr. Mohammad Finaish for providing some of the works of Bin
Nabi to the author of this note. What follows is from one of his books in which the
self-imposed constraints on thinking by Muslims, and deviations between the ideal
and actual Muslim behavior, are analyzed as causes of backwardness.
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ƒÑ©°T óªMCG QƒàcódGh ácôH ΩÉ°ùH QƒàcódG áªLôJ : »eÓ°SE’G ⁄É©dG ‘ QÉµaC’G á∏µ°ûe : IQÉ°†◊G äÓµ°ûe : »Ñf øH ∂dÉe
.Ω 1988 / √ 1408 ájQƒ°S – ≥°ûeO – ôµØdG QGO –
He notes a negative evolution of the Muslim community as follows:

(¢Só«ªNQCG) á¶◊ , ¬JQÉ°†M IO’h óæY Ió«éŸG á¶ë∏dG »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸG ¢TÉY ¿CG ó©Hh áà«ŸG QÉµaC’G á¶◊ É¡fEG"
¿EÉa , OGó¨Hh ≥°ûeód áÄ«°†ŸG äGÎØdG ‘ áYƒ°VƒŸG √QÉµaCGh , øjó°TGôdG AÉØ∏ÿG hCG , ∫ƒ°SôdG ô°üY ‘ áYƒÑ£ŸG √QÉµaC’
ájõL Ωƒ«dG ™aój »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸÉa" . (74 ¢U) "áà«ŸG QÉµaC’G âª°U ¬fEG , âª°üdG IÎa ¢û«©j »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸG
É¡fEG " ......"¬æe º≤àæJh É¡fƒîj øe ≈∏Y óJôJ – ÉgOQƒà°ùf »àdG ∂∏J ≈àM – QÉµaC’Éa . á«°SÉ°SC’G ¬LPÉªæd ¬àfÉ«N
º∏°ùŸG ºK , óé°ùŸG ‘ »∏°üjh á«æjódG ¬JÉÑLGh ºªàj …òdG º∏°ùŸG : Ú°üî°T ¤EG ô£°ûæe º∏°ùŸG å«M áŸDƒŸG á¶ë∏dG
ájÉ¡f ¿ôb òæe ∑QOCG ób »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸÉa ....... (75 ¢U) "ôNBG ⁄ÉY ‘ ¥ô¨«d óé°ùŸG øe êôîj …òdG »∏ª©dG
øµd ójóL øe ∑ôëàj ¿CG ∫hÉëj ÉÑjô≤J ¿ôb òæeh . IQÉ°†◊G πÑb Ée á∏Môe ‘ ójóL øe Ωƒ«dG ƒgh . ¬JQÉ°†M •Gƒ°TCG
. á«Ñ©°ûdG Ú°üdÉc , ¬æY GôNCÉàe ¬YÓbEG AÉL ™ªà› hCG , ¿ÉHÉ«dÉc (ô°UÉ©e) ™ªà› ™e áfQÉ≤ŸÉH Ék Ñ©°U hóÑj ¬YÓbEG
´ÓbE’G øY ôNCÉàdG πeÉY ¿EÉa ájQÉª©à°S’G áYƒ°VƒŸG QÉ°üfC’ áÑ°ùædÉH : ÚàØ∏à Úà≤jô£H äô°ùa ób äÉHƒ©°üdG √ògh
»°SÉ°SCG Ö«Y øjÒ°ùØàdG Óc ‘h . ∂dP øY ∫ƒÄ°ùŸG ƒg QÉª©à°S’G ¿EÉa á«eƒ≤dG áYƒ°VƒŸG QÉ°üfC’ áÑ°ùædÉHh . ΩÓ°SE’G ƒg
Ö«°üædG øY ∫ƒÄ°ùe QÉª©à°S’G ¿CG Gƒ°ùæj ¿CG ¿hójôj , ΩÓ°SE’G ô¡X ≈∏Y A»°T πc ¿ƒ©°†j PEG ¿ƒdhC’Éa . ¬°SÉ°SCG ‘ ¢Vƒª¨d
Gƒ°ùª£j ¿CG ¿hójôj , A»°T πc QÉª©à°S’G ¿ƒ∏ªëj øjòdG ¿hô``NB’Gh . »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéª∏d á«dÉ◊G ≈°VƒØdG øe ÈcC’G
»îjQÉàdG ™bGƒdG ¿ƒ°SÉæàj ¿ƒdhC’G . ÉgójõJ ¢ùµ©dG ≈∏Y É¡fEG πH , á∏µ°ûŸG IóM øe ÉÄ«°T ∞ØîJ »àdG ( º¡à«LƒZÉÁO)
∫hódG ¿CG ¿ƒ∏gÉéàj hCG ¿ƒ∏¡éj ¿hôNB’Gh . á«fÉ°ùfE’G äGQÉ°†M º¶YCG ióMEG ‘ ΩÓ°SE’G ¬H ΩÉb …òdG QhódG º¡∏gÉéàH
‘ ...... (78 – 77 ¢U) (Óãe øª«dÉc) ôª©à°ùŸG …ó– ¬LGƒJ ⁄ »àdG ∫hódG ójóëàdÉH »g ÉØ∏îJ ÌcC’G á«eÓ°SE’G
…hÉ°ùj ÚæKG óFGR ¿ÉæKG : ∫ƒ≤f ¿CG Ωƒ«dG áªµ◊G øe ¢ù«dh , ≥M ≈∏Y ¿ƒµæd ¥ó°üdG ∫ƒ≤f ¿CG »Øµj ’ : á«LÉàfE’G ô°üY
¢û«©dG áª≤d ¬°ùØæd øª°†j ∂dP ™eh , áKÓK iƒ°S …hÉ°ùJ ’ É¡fEG : ∫ƒ≤j ôNBG ¢üî°T ÉfQGƒL ¤Gh , ÉYƒL äƒ‰ ºK , á©HQCG
¿ƒµj ’ ô°ü©dG Gòg ≥£æe »Øa . ÊÉãdG áë°Uh , ∫hC’G CÉ£N ó«cCÉJ ¤EG …ODƒJ ô°ü©dG Gòg ™Ñ£J »àdG Ú≤∏àdG ìhQ ¿EG .
. ìÉéædG âæª°V »g GPEG áë«ë°U QÉµaC’Éa : »∏ª©dG iƒà°ùŸÉH πH , »bÓNC’G hCG »Ø°ù∏ØdG iƒà°ùŸÉH QÉµaC’G áë°U äÉÑKEG
ìhQ á¡LGƒe ≈∏Y IQOÉb É¡∏©éj ÉÃ ÉgOhõf ¿CG Éæ«∏Y πH , á«eÓ°SE’G º«≤dG á«°Sób øY ø∏©f ¿CG »Øµj ’h . (111 ¢U)
Qhô¨dG ¢†©H øe ÒNC’G Gòg Qôëf ¿CG øµdh , ¢Só≤ŸG ÜÉ°ùM ≈∏Y …ƒ«fódG ¤EG ä’RÉæJ Ωó≤f ¿CG Oƒ°ü≤ŸG ¢ù«dh . ô°ü©dG
∫ƒ°SôdG ∑Îj ⁄h , É¡°ùØf ΩÓ°SE’G ìhQ ¤EG áWÉ°ùÑH IOƒ©dG »¨Ñæj , IóMGh áª∏µH . ¬«∏Y »°†≤j ób …òdGh »FÉØàc’G
ábƒ©ŸG √QÉKBG Ωƒ«dG ±ô©f …òdG AÉØàc’Gh ∂°ùªàdG Gòg πãe øe ÉfQòëj ¿CG ¿hO ô“ IóMGh á°Uôa º∏°Sh ¬«∏Y ˆG π°U
ô¡°T §°Sh äGhõ¨dG ióMEG øe º∏°Sh ¬«∏Y ˆG π°U ∫ƒ°SôdG IOƒY ó©Ña . ‹É◊G »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸG ‘ …OÉ°üàb’G ƒªæ∏d
, Ωƒ«dG ∂dP ‘ Ghô£aCG øjòdG ¤EG QÉ°üàf’G ‘ π°†ØdG hõ©j √Gôf , ÚªFÉ°üdG ≈∏Y IÒÑc Ωƒ°üdG á≤°ûe âfÉch ¿É°†eQ
áLÉëH ≈°†e Ωƒj …CG øe ÌcCG Ωƒ«dG øëfh . ôØ°ùdG ‘ á∏aÉ≤dG ¬«dEG êÉà– Ée OGóYEGh á¡LGƒŸ QÉ£aE’G º¡d âMÉHCG á©jô°ûdÉa
Ö°SÉæŸG øeh . ádÉ°UC’G á∏«°†a ≈∏Y á«dÉ©ØdG á∏«°†Ød ájƒdhC’G áæ«©e ádÉM ‘ »£©j …òdG …ƒÑædG ió¡dG Gò¡H Òcòà∏d
OÓÑ∏d á«∏ª©dG º«≤dÉH åÑîH á«eÓ°SE’G ó«dÉ≤àdG ¿QÉ≤J ‹EG âbƒdG ‘ á«eÓ°SE’G á«dÉ©ØdG øe ÖfÉ÷G Gòg ¤EG Ò°ûf ¿CG
É¡©eh É«∏©dG √ó«dÉ≤J ó«©à°ùj ¿C’ ƒYóe »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸÉa . øjô°û©dG ¿ô≤dG ‘ ΩÓ°SE’G á«MÓ°U ΩóY äÉÑKE’ á«YÉæ°üdG
»g IóMGh á≤jôW ÒZ óLƒJ ’ áë«ë°U √QÉµaCG ¿CÉH ô°ü©dG ≥£æÃ »eÓ°SE’G ⁄É©dG âÑãj ¿CG πLCG øeh . á«dÉ©ØdG ¢ùM
É‰EGh πFÉ°Sh ádCÉ°ùe â°ù«d ádCÉ°ùŸÉa – QGôµàdG π‰ ødh – ôNBG ≈æ©Ãh . Oôa πµd »eƒ«dG õÑÿG ÚeCÉJ ≈∏Y ¬JQób äÉÑKEG
áª∏°ùe ¬£«£îJ ¢SÉ°SCG ‘ IóMGh á©aO ™°†j ¿CÉH ¬à«dÉ©a ó«©à°ùj ¿CG ™«£à°ùj »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸGh . QÉµaCGh ègÉæe ádCÉ°ùe
√QÉµaCG ¿ƒµJ ’ ±ƒ°S òFóæY . πª©J ¿CG Öéj …ójC’G ™«ªL – (Ü) . É¡Jƒb óŒ ¿CG Öéj √GƒaC’G πc - (CG) : áLhOõe
: ºgQÉÑàYÉH ¿hòNCÉ«°S ¬æY ¿ƒ©aGóŸGh .á«YÉªàL’G É¡à«eÉæjO á∏éY ∂jô– ‘ IQOÉ°S …ójC’G ¿C’ , á«dÉ©ØdG Ωó©H á∏≤ãe
. á«LÉàfE’G √Gƒb º¡µjôëàH ¬«dEG ¬à«dÉ©a IOÉYEG Oô› πH , ΩÓ°SE’G ádÉ°UCG øY ´ÉaódG Üƒ∏£ŸG ¢ù«d ¬fCG
π°üj ƒ¡a I’É¨ŸG ƒëf ±ôëæj ÉeóæY ƒgh . ºµdGh ¿RƒdG Ωƒ¡Øe ∫ƒM ¿GQhódG ¤EG É°SÉ°SCG hóÑj Ée ≈∏Y íæéj »Hô¨dG ôµØdÉa
Éªæ«Mh . »à«aƒ°ùdG ™ªàéª∏d ‹ó÷G πµ°ûdGh , »cÓ¡à°S’G ™ªàéª∏d …RGƒLQƒÑdG πµ°ûdG : É¡«∏µ°T ‘ ájOÉŸG ¤EG ÉªàM
, ábódG ΩóYh , ¢†eÉ¨dGh , º¡ÑŸGh , ±ƒ°üàdG ¤EG ¬©aóJ I’É¨ŸG ¿EÉa Ωƒ«dG ¬fCÉ°T ƒg Éªc ¬dƒaCG ‘ »eÓ°SE’G ôµØdG ¿ƒµj
‹hC’G ¬YÉaófG ¿BGô≤dG √É£YCG Éªæ«M π°UC’G »Øa »∏°UC’G √QGóe ¢ù«d Gòg øµd . Üô¨dG AÉ«°TCÉH ¿Éæàa’Gh , ≈ªYC’G ó«∏≤àdGh
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ádÉ°SQ »g ∂∏J . "ô°ûdG √ôc " ôNBG Éæ«Mh "ÒÿG ÖM" Éæ«M ¿ƒµJ IóMGh Iôµa ∫ƒM É°SÉ°SCG √QGóe »eÓ°SE’G ôµØdG òîJG
: ¬dƒ≤H ËôµdG ¿BGô≤dG É¡æY ÈY »eÓ°SE’G ôµØdG
º∏°ùŸÉa . [110 / 3 : ¿GôªY ∫BG ] "... ˆÉH ¿ƒæeDƒJh ôµæŸG øY ¿ƒ¡æJh ±hô©ŸÉH ¿hôeCÉJ ¢SÉæ∏d âLôNCG áeCG ÒN ºàæc"
". (25 – 24 ¢U) É¡æe Ò¨°üdGh QƒeC’G øe π«∏÷G ‘ , ádÉ°SôdG ∂∏J πªëH ∞∏µe
: ¬«a ¿BGô≤dG ∫ƒ≤j Ée ô¶fG øµd . …OÉY »YÉªàLG ±ôX ÖjQ ÓH »g É¡ÑMÉ°U √Éah óæY ácÎdG º«°ù≤àa
. [ 8 / 4 : AÉ°ùædG ] "... ¬æe ºgƒbRQÉa ÚcÉ°ùŸGh ≈eÉà«dGh ≈Hô≤dG GƒdhCG áª°ù≤dG ô°†M GPEGh"
ƒ¡a . Gòg øe ÌcCÉH ÖZôj ¿BGô≤dG øµd , í«ë°U Gòg . »eó≤J Êóe ¿ƒfÉb πc ‘ Oôj ¿CG øµÁ ºµM Gòg ¿EG : Éæd ∫É≤j ób
øµd . ¬∏©Øj ¿CG »cÓ¡à°S’G ™ªàéŸG ™«£à°ùj A»°T Gò¡a , á«fó©ŸG ™£≤dG ™jRƒJ ádBÉc ∫ÉŸG º«°ù≤àH ™ªàéŸG Ωƒ≤j ¿CG ójôj ’
»àdG ájB’Éa . ÒÿG ¬°ùØf âbƒdG ‘ ´Rƒj ¿CÉH ∂dPh , ácôJ ∫GƒeCG ™jRƒJ øe ÌcCG π©Øj ¿CG »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸG ≈∏Y »¨Ñæj
, iôNCG á«°UƒàH »¡àæJ ájB’G øµd Êóe ™jô°ûJ ™e ¬«a ∑Î°ûJ ¿CG øµÁ Ée ÚÑæd á°übÉf ÉgôcP Éfóª©J ób É¡H Éfó¡°ûà°SG
. [ 8 / 4 : AÉ°ùædG] "Éahô©e ’ƒb º¡d Gƒdƒbh .." : ôNBG ºµëH
øY , ºµeƒ¡Øe øY , ºcQƒ©°T øY È©J áàØd hCG , áª∏c hCG , Iôµa É¡«dEG GƒØ«°VCG øµd , É©ÑW ’GƒeCG GƒYRh : ájB’G â∏ªàcG ¿B’G
É¡fEG . Êóe ™jô°ûJ …CG ‘ ÉgQƒ°üJ øµÁ ’ , á°üdÉÿG á«MhôdG á¨Ñ°üdG äGP á∏ªµàdG √òg ¿EG , ºcóæY (ÒÿG) Iôµa
á∏HÉb ÒZ IôgÉX (äÉ°†bÉæàdG) ≈ª°ùj Ée OƒLh π©éj É°UÉN É©HÉW »eÓ°SE’G ôµØdG øe ™HÉædG »YÉªàL’G §HGô∏d ≈£©J
. »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸG ‘ Ò°ùØà∏d
He notes that deviation between the ideal behavior and actual behavior existed in the
early days of Islam:

πeÉ©dG ¿CG ∂dP . á«°SÉ«°Sh ájOÉ°üàbG ä’ƒ– , á«YÉªàL’G IÉ«◊G ËOCG ¤EG Oƒ≤J »°ùØædG QÉWE’G ‘ ä’ƒ– √ò¡a ... "
ËôµdG ¿BGô≤dG ¬æY È©j …òdG CGóÑŸG ≈∏Y ÉªFGO ™≤f ´ƒ°VƒŸG ÉædhÉæJ ÉªØ«µa . ¬H ºµëàjh »YÉªàL’G πeÉ©dG ≥Ñ°ùj »°ùØædG
èFÉàædG ôFÉ°S É¡JÉ«W ‘ …ƒ– áÁôµdG ájB’Éa . [11 / 13 : óYôdG] " º¡°ùØfCÉH Ée GhÒ¨j ≈àM Ωƒ≤H Ée Ò¨j ’ ˆG ¿EG"
‘ ájOÉH íÑ°üJh OGôW’G ‘ πNóJ »àdG á«°ùØædG ä’ƒëàdÉa . ádhòîŸG QÉµaC’G ΩÉ≤àfG øe É¡Lôîà°ùf ¿CG øµÁ »àdG
IÒ°ùŸG ‘ ΩÉJ ìƒ°VƒH ¬¶MÓf Ée Gògh . ∑ƒ∏°ùdG ‘ ºµëàJ »àdG ™aGhódG iƒà°ùe ‘ CÉ°ûæJ »°SÉ«°ùdGh »YÉªàL’G iƒà°ùŸG
∫ƒëàdG Gòg ¢VGôYCG πé°ùj É‡h . á«WGô≤ÁódG ìhôdG ∫ƒaCG ƒëf Iôé¡∏d (38) ΩÉY ó©H »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸG äOÉb »àdG
óbh . ájhÉ©e ™e ÒNC’G Gòg ´Gô°U ‘ , ¬¡Lh ˆG Ωôc »∏Y »NCG , π«≤Y Ö∏b ‘ ºMGÎdG ìhQ º°üa …òdG QƒàØdG ∂dP
øëfh . " Iòd ÌcCG ájhÉ©e óæY »eÉ©Wh , π°†aC’ »∏Y ∞∏N »JÓ°U ¿EG" : ∫Éb Éªæ«M ÜôZCG á≤jô£H Öjô¨dG ¬cƒ∏°S ô°ùa
ΩÉ°üØf’G Gògh º∏°Sh ¬«∏Y ˆG π°U ˆG ∫ƒ°SQ áHÉë°U øe ∫hC’G π«YôdG ∑ôM …òdG »JGòdG ™bGƒdG ‘ ÉeÉ°üØfG Éæg iôf
, ≈eGó≤dG √ódGh …ô°UÉæe áaƒµdG πgCG ìÉ◊E’ Ú°ù◊G ï°VQ ÉeóæY …CG ÉeÉY øjô°ûY Qhôe ó©H k ÉMƒ°Vh ÌcCG ¿ƒµ«°S
¢SÉædG A’Dƒg" : ¬dƒ≤H ¬eõY øY ¬«æãj ¿CG ≥jô£dG øe Gk ô£°T ¬≤aGQ …òdG ¬ªY øHG ¢SÉÑY øHG ∫hÉMh .áæjóŸG øe êôîa
∂dP øe ógÉ°T ÈY í«°VƒàdG Gòg . " ójõj ™e º¡aƒ«°Sh ∂©e º¡Hƒ∏b ¿EÉa º¡bó°üJ ’ , ∑ÉHCG GƒdòN Éªc ∂fƒdòî«°S
‘ ΩÉ°üØf’G ∂dP ô°S Ωƒ«dG Éæ«£©J , IóMGh IóMGh É¡KGóMCG ¥ó°U ïjQÉàdG âÑKCG ¬JOÉ¡°Th , Iô¶ædG »Yƒ°Vƒe ô°ü©dG
¬Ø«°Sh , á«MÉf øe ¬Ñ∏b , iôNCG á«MÉf øe ¬eÉ©Wh , á«MÉf øe ¬JÓ°U : Úª°ùb º∏°ùŸG âª°ùb á«FÉæK øY ÅÑæj ¬fEG . ™aGódG
¢ù«≤f ¿CG ™«£à°ùf Éª¡«dEG Éfô°TCG »àdG ÚàdÉ◊G ‘ É‰EG , QóëæŸG OGôWG ≥∏£æe ‘ ’EG ∑GP PEG øµf ⁄ . iôNCG á«MÉf øe
[162 / 6 ΩÉ©fC’G] , ÚŸÉ©dG ÜQ ˆ »JÉ‡h …É«h »µ°ùJh »JÓ°U ¿EG πb" ËôµdG ¿BGô≤dG √ôbCG …òdG CGóÑŸG øY OÉ©àH’G
É≤dõæe πé°ùf ÉfCGóH óbh , ¿BGô≤dÉH ¢ù°SCÉJ ‘É≤K ⁄É©d êPƒ‰ , Iôµa ,CGóÑe øe ¥Ó£fG ¿PEG ƒg ájB’G √òg øe ¥Ó£f’Éa .
. (157 - 156 ¢U) "º∏°ùŸG ∑ƒ∏°S ‘ – Ωƒ«dG ∫É≤j Éªc – ¤hC’G (¬aGôëfG)h ádPC’G ¬J
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